
 

 

 
 
 

MASON BATES 

Composer 

Critical acclaim 

―Nineteenth-century composers of symphonic tone poems relied on instrumental effects to convey a narrative or scene. 

Contemporary composers can integrate high-definition recordings of sounds they want to evoke, as Mason Bates does 

in his cleverly constructed Liquid Interface.  The first movement, ―Glaciers Calving,‖ begins with an ominous 

recording of glaciers crashing into the Antarctic Ocean, soon followed by dense, haunting swirls from the strings and 

electronic beats that accelerate to lively drum and bass rhythms.  Mr. Bates’s colorful four-movement tone poem, 

which uses a vast orchestra and electronics to evoke water in both soothing and menacing forms, received its New York 

premiere at Carnegie Hall on Thursday with the National Symphony Orchestra (which commissioned it), conducted by 

Leonard Slatkin. In the vivid ―Scherzo Liquido,‖ eerie electronic beats punctuate a pointillist string canvas, aptly 

evoking the unnerving sound of dripping water. Mr. Bates, who is also a D.J. (working under the name Masonic), has 

written other works blending classical and electronica. He stood near the percussionists with his laptop and electronic 

drum pad…. For the listener it was like wandering down a road with a string quartet playing on one side and a D.J. 

spinning on the other.‖ 

—Vivien Schweitzer (New York Times) 

 

―Be it mixing trip-hop and funk at a club or writing a symphonic or chamber  work, composer Mason Bates is getting 

noticed for his straddling of  classical music and electronica. … Young, Juilliard-trained and already celebrated, he's 

become a fixture not only in concert halls but in the world of electronica as well. … At a time when symphony 

orchestras nationwide are trolling for audience magnets - the type of new material that can lure members of generations 

X and Y along with older subscribers - Bates just might have that bait. " 

—Donna Perlmutter (Los Angeles Times) 

―Mason Bates’s ―Digital Loom,‖ for organ and electronics … transformed the hall into something between a decaying 

cathedral and an East Berlin club." 

—Alex Ross (The New Yorker) 

 

―Mason Bates, 30 years old…knows how to command an orchestra just as well as he does his touchpad. Bates's Liquid 

Interface, a National Symphony commission that received its world premiere last night, surpassed in sheer sonic beauty 

even the works by Mendelssohn and Tchaikovsky that rounded out the program.‖ 

—Andrew Lindemann Malone (The Washington Post) 
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―Mason Bates's musical language lies at the intersection of three major streams of contemporary music -- jazz and its 

offshoots, classical music with all its harmonic and textural experimentation, and electronica. …. It exudes a sense of 

Americana for the 21st century (much as Dvorak's music did in the 19th century, and Copland's in the 20th).‖ 

—Joan Reinthale (Washington Post), 3/22/10 

 

―Bates' stylistic personality is as firmly rooted in the world of pop music and electronica as it is in the more rigorous 

realm of classical music. The quirky, individual manner with these disparate impulses are absorbed into his music has 

won him critical praise .… The percolating energy and accessibility of his music, its sly sonic imagination, and  its 

eagerness to engage listeners of all persuasions [are] a prime reason why Muti pushed for Bates' appointment.  

 

… Bates' crazy-quilt of neon-lit orchestral sonorities, peppered with freaky electronic riffs, morphs and dances to its 

own internal beat. I enjoyed hearing it. So, apparently, did the audience, to judge from the cheers and applause that 

erupted once the music had hurtled to its high-decibel conclusion. When was the last time a new classical piece 

produced that kind of reaction at a CSO concert?‖ 

—John van Rhein (Chicago Tribune), May 13 2011 

 

―If Mason Bates' Rusty Air in Carolina is any indication, this 30-year-old composer (who is based in the East Bay and 

has a parallel career as a DJ) also has a voice…A Virginia native who summered as a teenager in South Carolina, his 

new work recalls sticky Southern nights, filled with the chatter and buzz of katydids and cicadas. …Sitting at his laptop 

beside the orchestra's percussion section, Bates kept releasing those sounds, electronically, into the hall. In the first 

movement, they mingled with his delicate scorings for the orchestra: flutters of flute; buzzes of muted trumpet; rushes 

of percussion. Night sounds. You could feel the humidity, while luxuriating in Bates' exquisite, almost Impressionistic, 

atmospherics.‖ 

—Richard Scheinin (San Jose Mercury News) 

 

―A probing and sustained achievement - and for at least one listener the triumphant high point of the weekend - was 

Mason Bates' Liquid Interface, a four-movement tone poem that combines virtuoso orchestral writing with the rhythms 

and textures of electronica.  It's all too easy to blend disparate musical strains like this, but it's rare to hear it done with 

such canny skill or formal control.  Liquid Interface has a subject that any 19th century composer would have 

recognized - it traces the phases of water from glaciers through flowing streams to warm mists and back again - and 

Bates gives full rein to both parts of his hybrid texture.  So in the first movement, the electronic track (played by the 

composer at his trusty laptop) provides both the sound of a synthesized Arctic wind and the dance beats to which the 

orchestra's icebound chordal blocks move.‖ 

—Joshua Kosman (San Francisco Chronicle) 

  

―Mason Bates’ genre-defying works demonstrate considerable artistry.‖ 

—Gramophone Magazine review of Digital Loom CD 
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―The B-Sides, an SF Symphony commission, emerged as a characteristically colorful and puckish score from a 

composer whose cheerful disregard for stylistic boundaries is a godsend. … In the central piece, Bates combines vivid 

orchestral writing with clips of communications with the 1965 Gemini IV mission to imagine an astronaut's serene 

freak-out; other movements feature a lazy tropical lilt and a dark, jazzy strut in homage to Henry Mancini  The piece is 

vibrant and amusing….‖ 

—Joshua Kosman (San Francisco Chronicle) 

 

―… [Sounds For His Animation, for synthesizer & orchestra] opens with music for the beginning of time —an isolated, 

eerie harmonic note from the violins, which the synthesizer mimics and then turns into a whale cry before passing back. 

Before the first movement ends, Bates' point about the synthesizer has become clear: It is all instruments and unique at 

once, first chasing the strings over light passages, then blending with the horns, and finally soaring above them all with 

an electronic sound familiar to anyone who has heard the techno music of nightclubs… 

…Bates' concerto was well received by the audience, which burst into conversation along with its applause.‖ 

— Deborah Geering (Atlanta Journal-Constitution) 

 

"And never has a Beethoven's Ninth Symphony been so colored by the music that preceded it on the program.  Mason 

Bates' Ode, commissioned by the Phoenix Symphony, takes the argument of the Beethoven and turns it backward … 

So that when the Beethoven begins, and plays the music in the proper order, we have a different take on it." 

—The Arizona Republic 

 

―Riccardo Muti bade arrivederci to the CSO last week, when he ended his first season as music director with an 

electrifying final performance. The closing bill, which paired Mason Bates’s electronica-infused The B-Sides with 

Schumann and Strauss, proved a success. Not a single harrumph was heard from conservative season-goers as Bates 

triggered samples from a laptop. He received rapturous applause.‖ 

—Mia Clarke (Time Out Chicago), May 25 2011 

 

"Take Mason Bates’s Digital Loom for organ and electronics, a centennial commission. Definitely a voice from the 

younger generation, Bates reimagines the king of instruments as a surreal creature inventing its own space, the 

illuminated stops flashing like an enormous pinball machine and presided over by the organist as D.J. who programs 

wild sequences of hip-hop, funk, and ambient electronica.‖  

—Peter Davis (New York Magazine) 
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Critical Acclaim for "Alternative Energy" 
 

"A formidable and inventive new work...a narrative so compelling and so imaginatively crafted...  Its four movements 

offer a time-traveling montage, from 1896 through the year 2222, that is alternately whimsical, moving and eerie. 

 

It's also Bates' most ambitious and epically scaled work to date, and it shows his mastery of the orchestral landscape 

like nothing before it." 

—Joshua Kosman (San Francisco Chronicle) 

 

"To judge from the prolonged applause and cheers that erupted from the younger-than-usual crowd attending 

Thursday's first performance of "Alternative Energy," Muti is backing another Bates crowd-pleaser. 

 

Like the composer's "The B-Sides," which Muti and the CSO played here last May, "Alternative Energy" incorporates 

electronic sounds into the orchestra fabric. Here, however, they are more subtly layered within a huge percussion 

battery that is augmented by car parts Bates found in a junkyard. 

 

Mankind's use and abuse of increasingly powerful energy sources through real and imaginary ages forms the scenario. 

The first sounds we hear are the accelerando cranking of a car motor and a bluesy fiddle tune meant to evoke auto-

industry pioneer Henry Ford, circa 1896. Bates' neon-lit orchestral palette is laced with billowing waves of John-

Adams-like post-minimalist sound and mechanistic rhythms that owe as much to jazz and hip-hop as they do to 

Stravinsky. 

 

"Alternative Energy" is exceedingly well-made and goes down very easily. It's the kind of score that brings out the 

musical dramatist in Muti: He and the CSO members – most notably principal percussionist Cynthia Yeh and 

concertmaster Robert Chen – threw themselves into the music with considerable mega-wattage of their own." 

—John von Rhein (Chicago Tribune) 

 

"Mason Bates’ fascinating new ―Alternative Energy,‖ a 26-minute, four-movement ―energy symphony‖ ... illustrates 

mankind’s obsession over the centuries with more and more potent and destructive sources of energy.  Percussion 

―instruments‖ found in a Chicago junkyard bop and batter away, ferocious electronic sounds swoop from Bates’ laptop, 

the orchestra produces novel sonorities of its own. The piece has a jazzy, lurching verve that Muti seemed absolutely in 

tune with." 

—Richard S. Ginell (Los Angeles Times) 
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"Alternative Energy" is the most satisfying piece I've yet heard from Bates, 35, who lives in Oakland and now Chicago, 

where he is a composer-in-residence with the CSO, which commissioned this new piece. Famous for his parallel career 

as a DJ (with the moniker "Masonic") he has an abiding interest in dance rhythms and the integration of computer-

triggered samples into the orchestral fabric.  This new piece -- Bates calls it an "energy symphony" in four movements -

- collapses the walls between his two lives, breaking through to the soulful glee of the dance floor. Bates describes it as 

a sort of tone poem, spanning centuries: visiting a Midwestern junkyard in the time of Henry Ford, moving on to a 

particles collider in suburban Chicago, followed by a Chinese nuclear power plant in 2112, and finally a 23rd century 

Icelandic rainforest where, post-meltdown, folks once again huddle around the campfire. 

 

The piece has an idée fixe -- a spiky, mountain fiddle tune, felicitously turned through Tuesday's performance by 

concertmaster Robert Chen. It also has a profusion of wildly percussive clatterings that expand like kudzu, even 

utilizing a noisy wooden crank and the grill of an old Ford. (The latter was grabbed from a junkyard, literally, by Bates 

and principal percussionist Cynthia Yeh.) 

 

"Alternative Energy" begins with the tick-tock of time and plenty of Midwestern sky peaking through scrims of strings 

and swooping dollops of winds. And it builds from there, an accelerating enchantment: overlapping pulses, massive 

chiming effects, "Shaft" beats and halting hoedowns that somehow evoke Chinese opera. In fact, once the orchestra 

reaches China in 2112, exotic birds seem to be flying everywhere, as muted brass melt into pluming strings, which melt 

into shimmering flutes and metalophones. 

 

Tuesday, when Bates -- at least I think it was Bates, at his laptop -- released that hard-core techno beat, that was some 

kind of party on stage: aerialist melodies arching over the dance floor. The orchestra steam-rolled through this madness 

with precision and humor. It was soulful music, soulfully played." 

—Richard Scheinin (San Jose Mercury News) 

 

"The four movement, 24-minute work Alternative Energy surveys modern man’s use and abuse of energy -- from 

tinkering to Tevatrons to nuclear dependence and meltdown to a distant future’s return to nature and fire -- while 

exploring different propulsions of musical energy and even toe-tapping rhythms. 

 

Principal percussionist Cynthia Yeh was almost a compositional collaborator in helping select, test, and create 

instruments from auto junkyard scraps. Concertmaster Robert Chen showed himself wholly at home in American and 

Chinese fiddling.  Muti was alert to each measure and idea, at times appearing to physically revel in discovering a new 

world.  A happy audience and orchestra welcomed Bates back onstage for three curtain calls." 

—Andrew Patner (Chicago Sun-Times) 
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MASON BATES RELEASES 'MOTHERSHIP' ON BMOP 
 

Mason Bates: Mothership 
Composer: Mason Bates (b. 1977)  
Performers: Jason Moran (FH Rhodes), Su Chang (guzheng), and BMOP led by Gil Rose  
Tracks: [1] Mothership (2010) [2] Sea-Blue Circuitry (2010) [3] Attack Decay Sustain Release (2013)  
[4] Rusty Air in Carolina (2006) [5] Desert Transport (2010) 

 
BMOP/sound features innovative San Francisco-based composer Mason Bates on its 
latest release. The disc’s eponymous work, Mothership, received its premiere in a live 
broadcast from the Sydney Opera House with the YouTube Symphony in 2001. 
Bates, who enjoys a parallel career as a DJ and curator of pioneering new music 
projects, integrates electronic sounds with the orchestra in Mothership—also featuring 
special guest improvisers Jason Moran on FM Rhodes and Su Chang on guzheng—
and in the Appalachian-inspired Rusty Air in Carolina. Bates channels the depths of 
the ocean and Arizonan desert vistas, respectively, in Sea-Blue Circuitry and Desert 
Transport. With the witty, agile concert opener Attack Decay Sustain Release, this 
collection demonstrates why Mason Bates has become one of the most-performed 
orchestral composers of the present day. His works are given exceptionally insightful 

and polished performances by the expert Boston Modern Orchestra Project under conductor Gil Rose. 
 
The album includes several of Bates’s most-performed works in addition to ones that marked artistic breakthroughs for 
the composer. “It’s such a rare and cherished opportunity to write for orchestra…and rarer still to have the pieces make 
it onto a CD,” writes Bates. “Until this moment, very few pieces could be heard outside the concert hall. So the release 
of this CD is an incredibly special moment for me. These five works provide a look into a part of my musical world 
that I’ve been eager to record for a long time.”  
 
About BMOP/sound                                                                                                                  
BMOP/sound, BMOP’s independent record label, was created in 2008 to provide a platform for BMOP’s extensive 
archive of music, as well as to provide widespread, top-quality, permanent access to both classics of the 20th century 
and the music of today’s most innovative composers. BMOP/sound has garnered praise from the national and 
international press; it is the recipient of six Grammy Award nominations and its releases have appeared on the year-end 
“Best of” lists of The New York Times, The Boston Globe, National Public Radio, Time Out New York, American 
Record Guide, Downbeat Magazine, WBUR, NewMusicBox, and others. Admired, praised, and sought after by artists, 
presenters, critics, and audiophiles, BMOP and BMOP/sound are uniquely positioned to redefine the new music concert 
and recording experience. bmopsound.org 
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Composer throws the Kennedy Center a great party 
BY ANNE MIDGETTE 
 
There was a DJ filling a large, resonant space with washes of electronic sound. There were people sitting on sofas 
against the walls, or standing around talking, or lining up to get a drink at one of the bars, or simply listening to the 
music. “Lounge Regime,” the inaugural “KC Jukebox” event at the Kennedy Center on Monday night, was less like a 
concert than a party. 
 
The event was the first in Mason Bates’s tenure as the Kennedy Center’s composer in residence. Bates is a Juilliard-
trained classical composer who also performs in clubs under the name DJ Masonic. Even Bates’s orchestral pieces, 
such as “Mothership,” -written for the YouTube Symphony Orchestra in 2011, have featured him on beatpad. 
 
Monday’s “KC Jukebox” was a celebration of ambient music, and as the capacity crowd gradually drifted into the 
performance space — a gallery on the Kennedy Center’s terrace level, enclosed by white curtains — it was no surprise 
to see Bates, in his familiar gray sweater, at the turntables. The sounds he and the evening’s other DJ, Justin Reed, 
created could function either as focus or backdrop, something that a busy sequence of projected texts tried to elucidate 
while the crowd lined up to claim their free drinks at the bar (including a special cocktail made of absinthe and 
champagne). 
 
The whole evening could have played out there, but Bates has bigger ambitions, a flair for drama and the Kennedy 
Center’s resources at his disposal. Shortly after the scheduled 8 p.m. start, doors opened at one side of the room onto a 
low foyer labeled “70s era,” where on one side of the room the four musicians of the Third Coast Percussion ensemble 
began playing Steve Reich’s seminal “Drumming,” while on the other side an ensemble of principal players of the 
National Symphony Orchestra gradually began playing La Monte Young’s “Pre-Tortoise Dream Music,” a piece 
featuring long, sustained droning sounds from flute (Aaron Goldman), clarinet (Loren Kitt), voice (Estelí Gomez) and 
other instruments. 
 
The performances were excellent. The overlap between the two pieces confirmed that this was not a normal concert in a 
normal concert space but an exploration of the way we apprehend music. And it was exhilarating to be in a crowded 
space, enjoying the layers of pleasant stimulation on the ear, sipping a drink and knowing there was more to come.  
 
Indeed, while the music was still going on, a gold curtain rose at the far end of the foyer into the atrium, transformed 
into a Belle Époque salon complete with gold draperies, upholstered chaises, videos of Paris in the 1920s, two more 
bars and a grand piano on a high platform, atop which the pianist Lisa Emenheiser, in a feathered period headdress, 
played “Trois Gymnopedies” by Erik Satie. 
 
At this juncture there was a certain change of focus: The big reveal had taken place and the presentation — including 
some “Furniture Music” by Satie and a movement of Francis Poulenc’s Wind Sextet — was the closest to concert 
convention the evening would get. The performances (including the above-mentioned performers along with Nicholas 
Stovall, Sue Heinemann and Abel Pereira, the NSO’s principal oboe, bassoon and horn, respectively) were both vivid 
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and slightly anticlimactic. After an additional snippet of “Drumming,” the evening’s musical focus returned to the DJ 
in the entrance hall, while the audience lingered, and talked, and listened, and left. 
 
You could quibble with the dramatic weight of the various parts of the evening. I would have been happy had there 
been more performances in the ’70s room and more overlapping performances so that different audience members 
could hear different things. And, as a concept, the evening could be criticized as an incomplete or misleading picture of 
ambient music, particularly for the implication that the more conventional French salon music was the main event 
rather than merely a relevant phenomenon. 
 
As an event, though, it was a lot of fun. As a way to illustrate different ways of thinking about music, presenting it and 
listening to it, it was a resounding success. And as a party, it was great, with Bates now welcoming everyone from the 
stage, now milling around in the audience, discharging a host’s duty with aplomb. Don’t take it, though, as a sign of 
things to come: Bates’s next “KC Jukebox,” on Feb. 22, is called “Of Land & Sea,” held in the Theater Lab, and, 
reportedly, completely different. Don’t miss it. 
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Santa Fe Opera announces the 2017 world premiere of The 
R(evolution) of Steve Jobs 

 
General Director Charles MacKay announced today Santa Fe Opera’s next commission, The (R)evolution of Steve Jobs, 
which will have its world premiere in 2017 as a part of the company’s 61st season. The opera will be composed by 
Mason Bates, one of America’s most acclaimed and popular composers, with an original libretto by Mark Campbell, 
who was the librettist for the Pulitzer Prize-winning opera, Silent Night. Stage Director Kevin Newbury, who brought 
both Theodore Morrison’s Oscar (2013) and Lewis Spratlan’s Life is a Dream (2010) to the stage in Santa Fe, will be 
joined by Michael Christie, Music Director for Minnesota Opera, who makes his company debut leading the Santa Fe 
Opera Orchestra. 
 
“Riding on the heels of Jennifer Higdon and Gene Scheer’s Cold Mountain, which received both audience and critical 
acclaim at its world premiere on Saturday, it is a thrill to announce Santa Fe Opera’s next major commission, “ said 
General Director Charles MacKay. “The (R)evolution of Steve Jobs will mark the Company’s 15th world premiere, 
continuing the tradition of producing work that pushes the boundaries of the art form. We are delighted to take this 
journey into the life and legacy of a distinctly American figure through the creative genius of Mason Bates and Mark 
Campbell.” 
 
MORE ABOUT THE (R)EVOLUTION OF STEVE JOBS 
The (R)evolution of Steve Jobs is a new opera that examines the life of one of the most fascinating figures of our time; 
an innovator who simplified communication with sleek devices, but who paradoxically learned that complex human 
relationships require more than one button to work. The opera starts at a moment in Jobs’ life when he must face his 
own mortality and circles back to the events and people in his past that shaped and inspired him: his father Paul, Zen 
Buddhism, his relationship with a woman whose child he initially disowned, his quick rise and fall as mogul, and – 
most importantly – his wife Laurene, who showed him the power of love and connection. The (R)evolution of Steve 
Jobs will attempt to capture the buzzing creative realm of Silicon Valley with a kinetic electro-acoustic score, lush 
vocal writing, a compelling non-linear narrative, and a production as innovative as the man himself.  
"Santa Fe Opera's impact on the creation and dissemination of new opera is simply astonishing, and I've been so 
thankful to visit several times over the past ten years,” said composer Mason Bates. “The superb productions of works 
new and old, combined with the stunning setting, have made it an essential pilgrimage for me. I'm honored to bring the 
story of Steve Jobs to this wonderful house and look forward to many more visits in the course of its creation."  

The (R)evolution of Steve Jobs is librettist Mark Campbell’s first collaboration with composer Mason Bates: “Mason’s 
brilliance at infusing the orchestra with electronica makes him uniquely poised to create a score for this opera that will 
evoke the innovative and mercurial nature of its subject,” said Campbell. “Audiences at Santa Fe Opera will be treated 
to a new kind of energy coming from the stage and the pit.” This production also signifies Campbell’s tertiary 
collaborations with both director Kevin Newbury and conductor Michael Christie, who with composer Kevin Puts, 
most recently collaborated on The Manchurian Candidate for Minnesota Opera. 
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This commission will receive its first workshop in San Francisco (September 2015) in collaboration with Cal 
Performances at UC Berkeley, and with additional support from San Francisco Conservatory of Music. Workshops 
play a key role in the commissioning process of Santa Fe Opera, illuminating what works well dramatically and 
musically, and allowing both composer and librettist to test their ideas before the work reaches the stage. 
 
MORE ABOUT THE COMPOSER 
Recently named the second most-performed living composer, Mason Bates currently serves as the first composer-in-
residence of the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. His music fuses innovative orchestral writing, imaginative 
narrative forms, the harmonies of jazz and the rhythms of techno, and it has been the first symphonic music to receive 
widespread acceptance for its unique integration of electronic sounds. Leading conductors such as Riccardo Muti, 
Michael Tilson Thomas, and Leonard Slatkin have championed his diverse catalogue. He has become a visible 
advocate for bringing new music to new spaces, whether through institutional partnerships such as his residency with 
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, or through his club/classical project Mercury Soul, which has transformed spaces 
ranging from commercial clubs to Frank Gehry-designed concert halls into exciting, hybrid musical events drawing 
over a thousand people. In awarding Bates the Heinz Medal, Teresa Heinz remarked that “his music has moved the 
orchestra into the digital age and dissolved the boundaries of classical music.” 
Bates’ activities as a DJ have highly informed not only his compositional approach, but his distinctive curating 
projects. As part of his multi-year residency, he will work with the Kennedy Center’s broad range of artistic 
constituents, from performances with the National Symphony to appearances with Jason Moran on Kennedy Center 
Jazz, often integrating electronica artists into the Center’s unique spaces. He is launching a new-music series, KC 
Jukebox, that will feature the immersive production and eclectic programming for which his curating projects have 
become known. 
 
This season marks the release of much of his music on CD. As part of the San Francisco Symphony’s Beethoven & 
Bates Festival, the SFS will release three of his largest works, Alternative Energy, Liquid Interface, and The B-Sides. A 
forthcoming CD by the Boston Modern Orchestra Project will complement this with some of his most-performed 
works, from Mothership to Rusty Air Carolina. Also this season, the San Francisco Symphony will premiere 
Auditorium, which will incorporate the sounds of ancient instruments into the orchestral palette. 
Continuing performances of his music have demonstrated that electronic sounds can be a welcome addition to the 
orchestral palette with minimal logistics. While Bates often performs the electronica onstage with orchestras, dozens of 
repeat performances of his symphonic music happen without him. For more information, go to 
www.masonbates.com and www.mercurysoul.org. 
 
MORE ABOUT THE LIBRETTIST 
Mark Campbell has written librettos for fifteen operas and lyrics for five musicals. His most known opera is Silent 
Night, which garnered the 2012 Pulitzer Prize in Music for composer Kevin Puts, was aired on PBS’ Great 
Performances and has entered the modern opera repertory with an unprecedented rapidity. Other successful operas 
include: Volpone, Later the Same Evening, Bastianello/Lucrezia, Rappahannock County, The Inspector, As One, and, 
most recently, The Manchurian Candidate. Mark has received a Grammy nomination, three Drama Desk Award 
nominations, two Richard Rodgers Awards, the Domenic J. Pellicicotti Prize, a New York Foundation for the Arts 
Playwriting Fellowship, and was the first recipient of the Kleban Foundation Award for Lyricist. He also serves as a 
mentor for American Opera Projects, Washington National Opera’ s American Opera Initiative, American Lyric 
Theatre and Opera Philadelphia’s Composer in Residence program. In the next two years he will premiere seven new 
operas, including The Shining (Minnesota Opera), Memory Boy (Minnesota Opera), Body Business (Music-Theatre 
Group), Dinner at Eight (Minnesota Opera), When To Say Nothing (HGOco) and E. Cree (Opera Philadelphia). For 
more information, go to www.markcampbellwords.com. 
 

http://www.masonbates.com/
http://www.mercurysoul.org/
http://www.markcampbellwords.com/
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Muti closes season with Bates' magical, musical bestiary 

BY JOHN VON RHEIN 

 
Certainly art and sport jostle for attention in Mason Bates' "Anthology of Fantastic Zoology," a CSO commission that 
was receiving its world premiere. Bates, who wrote it as his "swan song" to the orchestra upon completion of his five 
years as CSO composer in residence, took his title and inspiration from a 1957 work of magical-realist fiction by Jorge 
Luis Borges that conjures mythical beasts from folklore and literature. The 2014 piece is dedicated to Muti. 

At just over 30 minutes, "Anthology of Fantastic Zoology" is the largest piece Bates has composed to date. A huge 
percussion battery essentially co-opts the role of electronica, typically a key element of Bates' orchestral arsenal. While 
individual movement titles reference nymphs, sirens, a sprite and a gryphon, this fantastical menagerie becomes a 
pretext for a grand, playful, surprising, exuberantly colorful concerto for orchestra, one that pays homage to both the 
full ensemble and to individual members of that ensemble. 

The section entitled "Sprite," for example, requires single stands of violinists to toss around rapid musical figures 
among themselves and colleagues stationed in the stage wings: imagine rhythmic popcorn exploding across the 
orchestra and you get the effect. Another section, which depicts a snake slithering up and down a tower, takes the form 
of an ingenious musical palindrome. 

The tone of the piece gets increasingly dark once the bestiary gets more menacing, until all the animals are herded 
together in a thunderous finale that recalls the conclusion of Saint-Saens' "Carnival of the Animals," but on a meth 
high. 

Parts of "Anthology" settle rather too easily into cinematic lushness (I kept hearing Bernard Herrmann's Hitchcock-
soundtrack music in the running string figures), but how brilliantly engineered and integrated are the score's sly sonic 
quirks and how beautifully the music plays to the strengths of the Chicago musicians. This is great, audience-pleasing 
fun going down. Thursday's crowd clearly enjoyed it enormously. 

Muti did an air-tight job of coordinating the many moving parts, while his players negotiated the tricky minefields of 
cross-rhythms and other technical hurdles with amazing dexterity and precision. I can imagine other orchestras wanting 
to take up this accessible orchestral showpiece but I can't imagine any of them playing it more incisively than the CSO. 
Bates received multiple bows. 
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Composer Mason Bates presents world premieres along with performances of his celebrated works with 

Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle and Pittsburgh Symphonies in 2014-2015  

  

World premiere recording of Violin Concerto written for Anne Akiko Meyers included on  The American Masters 

to be released September 30th on eOne 

 

“Young, Juilliard-trained and already celebrated, Mason Bates has become a fixture not only in concert halls but in the 

world of electronica as well... At a time when symphony orchestras nationwide are trolling for audience magnets - the 

type of new material that can lure members of generations X and Y along with older subscribers - Bates just might have 

that bait." (Los Angeles Times) 

  

“Here is a composer who has succeeded in nudging the glacier that is the classical music world into the 21st century. 

Mr. Bates has brought the thrill and expansive qualities of electronica and dance music to it, writing works that 

incorporate digital sounds. But his new concerto, written for and performed by violinist Anne Akiko Meyers, takes a 

"step back" into purely acoustic music.” (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette) 

  

September 2, 2014 (New York, NY) – The recent recipient of the Heinz Medal in Arts and Humanities, Mason Bates is 

a seminal force in American music. In the coming season, the composer’s works will fill the halls of major orchestras, 

including world premieres of three spellbinding new works in concert and on record.  These include the composer’s 

new Cello Concerto, with cellist Joshua Roman and the Seattle Symphony, and his acoustic “Anthology of Fantastic 

Zoology” with Ricardo Muti and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra – with whom Bates is in the final year of his 

tenure as a Meade Composer-in-Residence. Bates’ new Violin Concerto written for and recorded by Anne Akiko 

Meyers has its first outing on record with the London Symphony, under the direction of Leonard Slatkin this fall as 

well. This season also marks the release of Bates’ debut full-length symphonic recording, a tour de force of his 

biggest works; Alternative Energy, Liquid Interface, and The B-Sides, with Michael Tilson Thomas and the San 

Francisco Symphony.  A composer who “knows how to command an orchestra just as well as he does his 

touchpad” (Washington Post), Mason Bates continuously demonstrates an uncanny ability to transform and update the 

sound of the traditional orchestra, while meshing influences from the great 19th Century symphonists with his 

http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=8ee13971bc&e=78ada04eaa
http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=5e3c6be855&e=78ada04eaa
http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=940c2e7993&e=78ada04eaa
http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=e76d645e37&e=78ada04eaa
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pioneering orchestrations, inventive narratives, and electronic rhythms.   

  

On September 30th, the illustrious violinist Anne Akiko Meyer’s 30th recording – The American Masters - will be 

released internationally by eOne, featuring the world premiere recording of Mason Bates’ Violin Concerto which he 

wrote for Meyers who recorded it with the London Symphony Orchestra and Leonard Slatkin.  The work was co-

commissioned by the Pittsburgh Symphony with Meyers and has received performances with the Pittsburgh, Nashville, 

Detroit, Richmond and Chicago Symphony Orchestras in just the last two seasons. Also heard on American Masters 

is Lullaby for Natalie, a piece by Bates’s own teacher John Corigliano, also written for Meyers, and the violin concerto 

of Samuel Barbera teacher to Corigliano. 

  

The San Francisco Symphony with Michael Tilson Thomas will continue its exploration of Bates’ music with their 

Beethoven and Bates Festival happening September 10-13. Each of Bates’s three largest works — Alternative Energy, 

Liquid Interface, and The B-Sides — will be paired with a Beethoven work, and all three will be recorded and released 

as Bates’ full length symphonic recording debut, in spring 2015. 

  

From December 11-13, cellist Joshua Roman together with the Seattle Symphony will give the world premiere 

performances of Bates’ new Cello Concerto .  Also that month, the Orchestre National de Lyon under the direction of 

Leonard Slatkin will perform The B-Sides (Bates’ electro-acoustic homage to 1960’s psychedelic rock), Digital Loom, 

and the YouTube Symphony sensation Mothership (December 3-5.) 

  

In early 2015, the Pittsburgh Symphony welcomes Mason Bates as its Composer of the Year for the second time, 

where his work will be performed over three weekends: Jan 23-25 (White Lies for Lomax), March 27-29 (Rise of Exotic 

Computing), and May 16-18 (Alternative Energy). Bates continues his Meade Composer-in-Residence appointment 

with Riccardo Muti and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra June 18-20 where he will present the world premiere of 

Anthology of Fantastic Zoology, a surreal symphonic suite, which brings to life the strange and wonderful creatures 

from the book by magical realist Jorge Luis Borges.  The second Bates work composed especially for Maestro Muti 

and the Chicago Symphony, the Anthology draws on Muti's unique gifts as a musical dramatist.  For a complete season 

schedule, see below. 

  

About Mason Bates:                                                                                                                     

Recently awarded the Heinz Medal in the Humanities, Mason Bates writes music that fuses innovative orchestral 

writing, imaginative narrative forms, the harmonies of jazz and the rhythms of techno. Widely performed by orchestras 

http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage2.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=9f46f941c9&e=78ada04eaa
http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=52ce48b03c&e=78ada04eaa
http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=4ff4fccf4f&e=78ada04eaa
http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=ed70c9fc50&e=78ada04eaa
http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=2285093d0b&e=78ada04eaa
http://rebeccadavispr.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e2aa995a1ed8d445cdca09917&id=587c70b624&e=78ada04eaa
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large and small, his symphonic music has been the first to receive widespread acceptance for its expanded palette of 

electronic sounds, and it is championed by leading conductors such as Riccardo Muti, Michael Tilson Thomas, and 

Leonard Slatkin. He has become a visible advocate for bringing new music to new spaces, whether through institutional 

partnerships such as his residency with the Chicago Symphony, or through his classical/DJ project Mercury Soul, 

which has transformed spaces ranging from commercial clubs to Frank Gehry designed concert halls into exciting, 

hybrid musical events drawing over a thousand people. In awarding Bates the Heinz Medal, Teresa Heinz remarked 

that “his music has moved the orchestra into the digital age and dissolved the boundaries of classical music.” The San 

Francisco Symphony continues its exploration of Bates’ music with its Beethoven & Bates Festival. Each of his three 

largest works   Alternative Energy, Liquid Interface, and The B-Sides — will be recorded and paired with a Beethoven 

work this season and next. Another major work, his Violin Concerto, was recorded by Leonard Slatkin, the London 

Symphony, and extraordinary violinist Anne Akiko Meyers, who will perform the work with the Chicago Symphony 

and many others. Continuing performances of works such as Mothership, which premiered at the Sydney Opera House 

by the YouTube Symphony to an online audience of 1.8 million, have demonstrated that electronic sounds can be a 

welcome addition to the orchestral palette with minimal logistics. While Bates often performs the electronica onstage 

with orchestras, dozens of repeat performances of his symphonic music happen without him. Many purely acoustic 

works complement his diverse catalogue, such as Sirens, an a cappella work recently recorded by the superstar chorus 

Chanticleer, and Desert Transport, which conjures a helicopter trip over the Arizona landscape. Bringing classical 

music to new audiences is a central part of Bates’ activities as a curator. With composer Anna Clyne, he has 

transformed the Chicago Symphony’s MusicNOW series into an imaginative concert experience drawing huge crowds, 

with cinematic program notes and immersive stagecraft. Another new take on new music is Mercury Soul, which 

embeds sets of classical music into a fluid evening of DJing and immersive stagecraft. With ongoing collaborations 

with the Chicago Symphony and the San Francisco Symphony, and debuting last season in a sold-out show with the 

Pittsburgh Symphony at Static, Mercury Soul has become an important game-changer in both club culture and the 

leading “alt classical” audience development project within the symphonic world. For more info, go to 

www.masonbates.com and www.mercurysoul.org. 

 
 

http://www.masonbates.com/
http://www.mercurysoul.org/
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Memo to Composers: Orchestras Are as Relevant as Ever 
 
BY MASON BATES 

 
Shhh. There’s a hidden story quietly exploding in classical music. It’s the surprising evolution and adventurousness of 
American orchestras. 
 
You won’t read this story in the pages of the leading newspapers and magazines, most of which apparently believe 
every promising composer lives in Brooklyn, premieres each piece at Le Poisson Rouge, and tweets after composing 
each measure. 
You’d only see this from running the numbers on living composers. A proper accounting of composers being 
performed by American orchestras could only come from ASCAP and BMI, the performing rights organizations who 
track performances every day. [Editor’s note: Neither ASCAP nor BMI keep a publicly accessible database of 
performances.] In the top handful, you’d find several surprising things: the emergence of new faces, the rise of the self-
published composer, and the field’s embrace of electronic sounds. 
 
This is important for many reasons, not least of which is that any field should have an accurate understanding of itself. 
Beyond that, American orchestras, particularly regional ones, should get credit for being more dynamic and courageous 
than the critical establishment realizes. And young composers should know that no, you don’t have to play by the rules. 
 
In the past, the League of American Orchestras has released a list of most-performed, living composers. But the list’s 
persistent inaccuracy stems from its reliance on self-reporting from orchestras in the League, which doesn’t include 
many smaller groups who are playing tons of new works. (Take, for example, the Boston Modern Orchestra Project: Its 
numbers alone would alter the list). We must call on ASCAP and BMI to post their numbers. 
 
You can’t fault New York-based publications entirely, for one simple reason: New music in New York City is not 
really about orchestras. Whether it’s uptown, downtown, or Brooklyn, the action is mostly in chamber music, from 
Columbia University to Bang on a Can to Alarm Will Sound. New York media is still locally-based in arts coverage, 
despite their efforts to position themselves as national papers. While it’d be nice if the “big dogs” turned their attention 
west of the Hudson more often, the responsibility also falls on us in the field to look elsewhere. Other outlets around 
the country — such as the news aggregator ArtsJournal, San Francisco Classical Voice, The View From Here, I Care If 
You Listen, New Music Box — have been more powerfully impacting the conversation with every passing month. The 
more we read them, the more they’ll grow and a more balanced view will emerge. 
 
That balanced perspective would encompass the huge variety of orchestras, especially the unsung regional ones, where 
the heart of classical music beats. It’s not just about sound; it’s about listening. The symphonic space demands a 
uniquely focused listening perspective that we rarely experience anywhere else in the 21st Century. Not every piece 
needs to be a magnum opus: An opener, whether John Adams’ Short Ride in a Fast Machine or my own Mothership, is 
light by definition. But the works must withstand the internal attention of an orchestra and the external attention of a 
couple thousand active listeners. And when you get to longer, symphony-length works, you can really travel to trippy 
places. 
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To be clear, I love chamber music. It definitely deserves to be written about, and its lean forces encourage 
experimentation. For example, the chamber music of Anna Clyne, Anthony Cheung, and Marcos Balter is wonderfully 
rich and provocative in unique ways. But an outsized amount of attention is focused on the “Brooklyn house style” of 
post-minimalist indie-rock. The latter mindset is best illuminated by some head-scratching comments by Nico Muhly: 
“I’ve always found the best thing to do is to make work that doesn’t have to happen in a huge space. I think it would be 
fine if major orchestras closed.” 
 
Now, I think the world of my old classmate — he walks on water, changes water to wine, then walks on the wine — 
but in this case, he’s misunderstanding one of the best things about our field. Symphonic music is about large spaces, 
it’s about deep listening, and yes, it’s about the grassroots network of wonderful orchestras around the country. Each 
one has unique qualities. It’s not fine if a single one of them closes. To be fair, the Rev. Dr. Muhly posted a lengthy 
clarification on his site, which you should read, and I sympathize with someone who feels their words have been de-
contextualized. 
 
But his opinion is a common one, especially among non-symphonic composers. It’s totally fine if a composer wants to 
churn out a million notes a year, or if a rock artist wants to riff over some drones or whatever. But ephemera does not 
survive very long on the symphonic circuit. The top handful of symphonic composers — those getting above, say, 40 or 
50 performances a year — spend forever on each score. John Adams just entirely rewrote his concerto for string 
quartet, for example. On the other side of the Bay, I feel like I’m perpetually in labor with each piece. 
 
John is especially relevant in this discussion because he got into trouble for disparaging today’s “music lite.” It struck 
me as a bit startling coming from the composer of Grand Pianola Music, and someone of his stature should probably be 
more magnanimous. But what he’s describing is happening, a musical “commodity hell” of indistinguishable mass-
produced items — with oscillating minor thirds as common as disposable razors. 
 
Untold Stories 
 
What would the ASCAP/ BMI numbers tell us? They’d certainly demonstrate a move away from publishers. Jennifer 
Higdon, like me, most likely would have signed with a major publisher early on. But as she became heavily performed, 
she probably realized that no publisher was worth half her copyright. That’s a lot of ownership to give up. (For me, it 
means not having to get a second job or a film gig.) Kevin Puts, who won the Pulitzer and is becoming one of 
America’s busiest opera composers, has remained independent. We’ve each had to creatively design our own model. 
 
Publishers argue that, in exchange for owning half your newborn child, they promote your works to conductors and 
orchestras and manage your career. The latter task — negotiating contracts and appearances, providing valuable 
counsel — can certainly be handled by an agent. You absolutely need an agent if you do not have a publisher. 
Composers never used to have them, but these days there are quite a few at various agencies. I started with Monica 
Felkel at Young Concert Artists and moved on to Mary Pat Buerkle at Opus 3. The latter has become such a key part of 
my life, I almost sent her my homemade eggnog this year. (It would’ve involved FedEx’s live animal rates, due to the 
temperature issue, so I gave up.) 
 
The nitty-gritty of negotiating rentals and handling sheet-music sales can be handled by an independent distributor such 
as Bill Holab, who does a fine job for me without owning any copyright. Some composers do it all themselves — John 
Mackey, who’s currently unloading a big-rig full of band music into the back of the building — a hugely successful 
non-symphonic composer, but one dealing with large forces nonetheless. I would argue that the less time you spend on 
spreadsheets, the more time you have for music — so, get a distributor. 
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But that other role of traditional publishers — promotion of your catalogue — is indeed hard to replace. It makes sense 
to sign with a publisher if you’re young and do not have much exposure; they can help you break through. Once you 
reach critical mass, however, you may want to rethink your relationship. I’m not certain that publishers have the time or 
budgets to promote the huge amount of composers in their stables. For me, reaching critical mass came the old 
fashioned way: the conductors who helped me early on, from Robert Moody to Riccardo Muti, from Edwin Outwater to 
Marin Alsop, from John Adams to Michael Tilson Thomas, and, most of all, Leonard Slatkin. 
 
What else would the numbers show? That orchestras are open to new sounds and technology. Admittedly, I’m talking 
about my own catalogue here, but it’s one example of how orchestras can evolve. I don’t just mean the big ones either: 
when Sioux City performs The B-Sides, it’s a reminder that regional orchestras and audiences aren’t afraid to take 
chances (or use electricity). There wasn’t any widely-performed electro-acoustic symphonic music as a precedent, so 
I’ve spent many years observing orchestras and learning the logistics, the unions, and, yes, the big-space acoustics of 
integrating electronics into the symphonic space. Yes, you can break the rules, as long as you know what they are 
(except, um, union rules). 
 
This isn’t a New York story. It’s a national story. And it deserves to be told. 
 
This piece first appeared on Mason Bates’ blog. 
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CD Review: Stereo Is King 
 
BY JAYSON GREENE 

 
Mason Bates, a DJ and composer, never quite manages to escape an interview—and he's given many—without being 
asked how it is he manages to work in both fields.  
 
Orchestral composers are presumed to be so sealed off from popular pursuits, it seems, that he may as well be a 
Catholic priest that skydives, or a Supreme Court Justice with a sideline in mixed martial arts. A line he often feeds 
journalists is that the orchestra is like "the world's greatest synthesizer," an analogy so head-patting in its patronizing 
simplicity I imagine he's rolling his eyes inwardly as he says it. 
 
But the analogy nonetheless points to the way Bates works—he's fascinated by sounds, and it doesn't matter where they 
come from. His imagination for tone colors and textures is obvious on Stereo Is King, and they unfold across a 
spectrum. Like the composer Daniel Wohl, Bates' recorded music explores a rich nexus where organic sounds blur into 
digital ones, and Stereo Is King basically eradicates your need, while it is playing, to even make such distinctions. 
When he performs his pieces live with an orchestra, he pointedly underlines this approach, standing all the way in the 
back of the massed forces, hunched over a laptop and sending little glitches and ripples out over the seething field of 
sound around him. 
 
On Stereo Is King's title track, Bates paints a landscape of a thousand noises on an equal playing field. The first minute 
of the title piece has marimba, glockenspiel, bells, possibly some sampled chirping crickets—all in the first minute. 
Some light smudges of digital activity crackle in the corners and in the foreground. These graceful intrusions hit the 
surface of his orchestral writing like a skipping rock. They remind us forcefully that in our headphones, the separation 
of "real" and "fake" sounds is a trick we play on ourselves. 
 
There are many different kinds of pieces on Stereo—"Observer in the Magellanic Cloud" pairs choral chanting with 
rolled "r"s and a metronome beep. The choral writing fans out into grunts and exclamations before assembling again, 
like a gas cloud, into a reverent hum. The metronome beep fades, imperceptibly, into the choral writing, and back out 
again—a tagged tracer for Bates' ideas about the mutability of sounds. "White Lies for  Lomax", meanwhile, dreams up 
new field recordings that Lomax never happened across, the piano wandering airily in and out of concrete blues 
language. Six minutes in, an actual field recording floats in, but so quietly that it seems to be intruding into your 
headphone space from outside. (The first time I listened, I actually took my headphones off to make sure it was part of 
the music.) 
 
What unites all of these pieces is, simply, Bates' roving mind. "Terrycloth Troposphere" lovingly disassembles some of 
the key parts in  Terry Riley's "In C". "String Band" re-imagines classic string band music as a bunch of straining 
tendons, strings that moan and approach snapping. All of them travel from their origin point into Bates' world, a place 
where sounds exist, if not independent of their makers, then attached to them by a remarkably loose tether, gathering 
overhead like helium balloons ready to slip. 
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New music mission continues for CSO's Bates, Clyne  
 
BY JOHN VON RHEIN  

 
It's a good time to catch up with Mason Bates and Anna Clyne. With new albums in release, multiple commissions in 
the works and performances here, there and everywhere, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra's busy composers-in-
residence aren't exactly standing around waiting for their phones to ring. 

What's remarkable is the extent that their own music, and the works of others they've championed during their time in 
Chicago, has taken hold across a wide spectrum of listener sensibilities. Riccardo Muti seemed to predict as much when 
he brought them on board in 2010. 

Together, Bates and Clyne, with their very different styles, mirror the eclectic vitality that characterizes today's global 
village of new music. They are a big reason why Chicago's contemporary music scene is thriving and getting attention 
throughout the Midwest and on both coasts. 

CSO Resound, the orchestra's in-house record label, last week issued a digital-only release containing Clyne's "Night 
Ferry" and Bates' "Alternative Energy," recorded at the CSO's world premieres of those works under Muti's direction 
here in February 2012. 

The Clyne work, which the composer describes as "a voyage through turbulent darkness with moments of light," has 
grown on me. The score's roiling strings, jabbing brass and delicate Tibetan singing bowls now come together with an 
expressive impact I didn't feel at the premiere. 

Bates' "Alternative Energy" is more immediately accessible, music shot through with electronica-infused sonorities and 
rhythms that owe as much to techno as Stravinsky. The big brass yawps at the end make you want to whoop along with 
the orchestra. You can download the album at iTunes and cso.org. 

Another recent recording, "Two X Four," on Chicago's Cedille label, honors Clyne's friendship with the brilliant, 
Chicago-born violin virtuoso Jennifer Koh, a musical soul mate who also believes in artistic collaboration. 

The CD includes "Prince of Clouds," a duo for two violins and string orchestra Clyne composed in 2012 for Koh and 
Jaime Laredo, the violinist's former teacher and mentor during her days at Philadelphia's Curtis Institute of Music. A 
singing, six-note melodic figure is developed and finally exalted, with flurries of solo and group activity, distant echoes 
of old English consort music and spiky bits of neo-classicism coming together and leading to a luminous close. One of 
Clyne's most appealing works, it shares the disc with double-violin works by J.S. Bach, Philip Glass and David 
Ludwig. The performances and recording leave nothing to be desired. 

For Clyne, Koh would appear to be a potent muse. In December, the violinist will premiere Clyne's "Rest These 
Hands," a violin chamber-concerto, with the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra at Carnegie Hall in New York. And in May 
2015, Koh and the CSO are scheduled to introduce Clyne's new Violin Concerto, a Chicago Symphony commission. 
She and Bates also will have new works on the CSO's MusicNOW series, which they co-curate. 

"Mason and I are both fortunate that Muti brought us together as a team," says the British-born Clyne, 34, a Chicago 
resident for the last four years. "We have found curating MusicNOW particularly exciting and rewarding – there's such 
an enthusiastic audience for contemporary music here – and Chicago has been a great place for collaboration. The CSO 
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staff has been incredibly supportive of our (efforts) to create an immersive digital experience that embraces all the 
arts." 

"Thinking imaginatively about bringing new music to new audiences in new ways has been the biggest eye-opening 
experience for me and Anna," agrees the 37-year-old Bates, a Virginia native who's based in San Francisco. "The CSO 
invented the idea of a resident composer, and many other orchestras gratefully followed suit. I hope (those orchestras) 
look at the substance of this position with an eye to expanding their own." 

A composer by day, a dance-club DJ by night, Bates continues to confound old-guard critics and classical music fogies 
who adhere to the hackneyed notion that classical new music that's actually enjoyable to listen to cannot, ipso facto, be 
any good. The recently released "Stereo Is King," containing six of the composer's acoustical and electro-acoustical 
chamber works, explodes that tired contention with subversive glee. 

The Innova disc, which includes concert recordings of the title track and Bates' "Difficult Bamboo," taken from 
performances on the MusicNOW series, shows the composer's sly penchant for infusing classical compositional 
procedures with playful vernacular elements that energize and finally transform the classical elements. 

"Stereo Is King" is a jumpy, high-energy conversation for marimba, Thai gongs and toy drums, overlaid with popping 
electronica. "Difficult Bamboo" imagines the dislocated rhythms, slashing chords and bent tunings of a strings-winds-
piano-and-percussion sextet as an alien bamboo plant invading and ruining a sylvan landscape. The remaining works 
on the disc are hardly less distinctive and compelling, and are brilliantly played as well. 

Next season, Muti is to lead the CSO in the world premiere of Bates' "Anthology of Fantastic Zoology," which the 
composer calls "a kind of psychedelic 'Carnival of the Animals' '' – "a suite of strange character pieces conjured by 
various CSO players, a bit like a concerto for orchestra." 

Clyne does some of her most potent work when she has artists from other disciplines to inspire her. 

In the aptly titled "Fits + Starts," presented at last week's MusicNOW season finale in the Harris Music and Dance 
Theater, two dancers from Los Angeles' Hysterica Dance Company lurched, crouched and intertwined in a series of 
robotic moves choreographed by Clyne colleague Kitty McNamee. The dancers took their cues from violent flashes of 
sound produced by a live cellist, the CSO's Brant Taylor, and doctored with electronic processing. 

Clyne's six-minute piece shared the program with recent works for small and large ensembles by the gifted young 
American composer Andrew Norman (his evocative and absorbing string trio "The Companion Guide to Rome") and 
the British-born Oscar Bettison ("Livre des Sauvages"). Bettison's gimmicky instrumentation included both 
conventional percussion and invented noise makers such as a melodica (attached to a foot pump) and a 
"wrenchophone" (a xylophone made of wrenches). I came away from this half-hour of pile-driver dissonance feeling 
beaten down, quite the reverse of the composer's intended sensation. 

All three pieces were performed at a high level by CSO musicians and guests, with principal conductor Cliff Colnot 
directing a remarkably tight account of the Bettison work. But the inclusion of sonic indulgences such as "Livre des 
Sauvages" suggested that Bates and Clyne need to adjust their programming priorities before launching their final tour 
of duty at the CSO. 

Sharps and flats 

Three instrumental ensembles from the Chicago area have won medals at the 2014 Fischoff National Chamber Music 
Competition in Notre Dame, Ind. 

The bronze medal in the senior wind division went to Chicago's Lincoln Chamber Brass. The first-place medal and 
scholarship in the junior division was won by the Quartet Fuoco of Midwest Young Artists in Highwood. The second-
place medal and scholarship went to the Vox Quartet of the Music Institute of Chicago Academy. 
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The grand prize and gold medal in the senior string division was won by the Telegraph Quartet of San Francisco. The 
Akropolis Reed Quintet captured the gold medal in the senior wind division. Forty-eight ensembles from across the 
nation and around the world took part in the U.S.' largest chamber music competition. 

Collectors will want to check out the array of prized vinyl recordings and compact discs for sale at the 27th annual 
Midwest Classical Record Show, which runs from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Saturday at the Holiday Inn Chicago North 
Shore, 5300 W. Touhy Ave., Skokie. Dealers from across the country will be selling thousands of collectible LPs and 
CDs. Admission is $2; midwestclassicalshow.com. 
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Composer and DJ Mason Bates blends classical with cutting edge 
 
BY KAY KEMMET 

 
Mason Bates takes his audience on a journey from the confines of a dusty circuit board to the reaches of outer-space to 
a Detroit warehouse where techno was born. 
 
He melds electronica with strings, brass and percussion for symphonies across the world but, by night, he steps behind 
a soundboard as a disc jockey. 
 
“There is a way that those two musics interact that is absolutely incredible,” Bates said. 
 
That intersection can be heard in his piece “The B-Sides.” The Sioux City Symphony will perform the composition on 
Saturday (April 26) at the orchestra’s last concert of the season. Bates will join them providing his electronic addition 
to all the traditional instruments at the symphony’s disposal plus a few unusual ones. (Anyone have a broom they can 
borrow?) 
 
Bates found inspiration for the piece in Pink Floyd’s long-form b-sides. 
 
“If you listen to any Pink Floyd track, it usually has some sort of orchestral backdrop," he said. Bates is a composer-in-
residence at the Chicago Symphony and an artist-in-residence at the San Francisco Symphony. 
 
He also takes cues from composers like George Gershwin, who blended modern classical music with jazz. While 
Bates’ music isn’t the same, he also creates a hybrid musicality blending the music you might twerk to in a club with 
symphonic majesty. 
 
That doesn’t mean you should expect to see a disco ball hanging from the Orpheum Theatre’s ceiling. Rather, Bates 
takes the possibilities of electronica, the morphing textures, and mixes them into an ethereal composition. 
 
He’s a composer forever searching for new sounds and electronica gives him an infinitely expanding library. 
 
“I think music can really be about something,” he said. 
 
He describes the piece as a spaceship that touches down on five different landscapes. 
 
In the composition's first movement, “Broom of the System,” Bates describes a chimney sweep who works inside the 
circuit board dusting off the wires, anonymously keeping the world’s machines working. A percussionist lightly swings 
a broom against the wall, creating a theatrical element and adding to the overall storytelling of the movement. 
 
In the piece’s fourth movement, he moves into a sphere untethered by electronics using a typewriter and oil drum to 
further that narrative. 
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He evokes a sea-breeze and imagines a melody that dissipates like an aerosol spray in the second movement. Bates took 
inspiration for the light and bright “Aerosol Melody (Hanalei)" from a visit to Hawaii. 
 
By the third movement, Bates transports his music to outerspace with a NASA recording from the 1965 Gemini IV 
mission. “Gemini in the Sola Wind” tells the story, through rearranged words of an astronaut communicating with 
ground control, of seduction by the vastness of space. 
 
“That kind of storytelling for me is very much from my studies in literature,” said Bates adding that in this case, he uses 
electronica not only to create textures but insert elements that tell a distinctive narrative. 
 
The final movement of “The B-Sides” returns to the spaces where techno was born in the warehouses of Detroit. 
“Warehouse Medicine” plays homage to his alternate personality as a DJ and the music that has given him a distinctive 
role in modern classical music. 
 
Music, whether it be in grand auditorium or an underground techno club, is one enterprise, Bates said. The combination 
of those distinct genres, Bates said, keeps him energized as a composer. 
 
“I think to stay fresh as an artist, it’s good to change up your output.” 
 
While those worlds may seem different, Bates said the interaction comes from the use of texture, layering sound upon 
sound, the lack of a vocal line. He takes classical music, what most consider a static creature, and puts something new 
into it. 
 
The musicians he works with, Bates said, “feel kind of empowered that this great institution is still evolving.” 
 
Bates shows great affection and respect for music, classic and otherwise, but said he especially loves the orchestra as 
the genesis even for music as high-tech as electronica. 
 
“The orchestra really is the world’s oldest synthesizer.” 
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Composer and DJ Mason Bates to bring unexpected sound to 
symphony 
 
BY ALLY KARSYN 

 
A percussionist with the Sioux City Symphony Orchestra has been brushing up on how to make music with a broom. 
 
Creative instrumentation comes to the stage with sounds produced by sandpaper blocks, an oil drum, antique typewriter 
and Apple laptop in an upcoming concert with symphonic composer and electronica artist Mason Bates. 
 
“There wasn't much electronica in Virginia where I grew up,” he said, “so I didn't discover DJing until I went to New 
York for music school … Electronica grabbed me as an art form with huge possibilities in the concert hall.” 
 
By night, he drops the beat in dance clubs and warehouses as DJ Masonic. But he also brings classical music with 
touches of techno to symphony orchestras across the country. 
 
“Mason Bates is one of those composers who gets it and has stretched our ears very effectively with his creative 
combination of two worlds,” said Ryan Haskins, director of the Sioux City Symphony Orchestra. “This is what he is 
known for – his expansion of the modern-day symphony.” 
 
Bates is an artist in residence with the San Francisco Symphony and composer in residence with the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra. His musical career comes full circle as director of Mercury Soul – classical music meets the club 
scene in this cross-over project created in collaboration with Benjamin Shwartz. 
 
He joins the Sioux City Symphony Orchestra for its season finale April 26 at the Orpheum Theatre. 
 
In five movements, “The B-Sides” takes listeners on a journey, unified by rich harmonies of the orchestra and strong 
sounds of Bates’s techno beats. 
 
“‘The B-Sides’ is a symphonic work intended for a classical space, which means it has a far more listening-intensive 
focus than electronica,” Bates said. “But you'll hear the clicks and pops of abstract electronica in the fist movement and 
some heavy techno in the last movement. More important than the electronic component is the overall shape of the 
piece, which explores surreal landscapes like the bands of a forgotten record.” 
 
The first stop is a dusky, circuit-board landscape. Rasping sandpaper blocks and a broom sweep onto the scene. Bates, 
a Julliard-trained composer, plays along with the orchestra on his laptop and electronic drum pad. 
 
Haskins credits the fusion of instruments as part of an adventurous development in writing music as composers break 
from tradition and explore new sounds and ways to make them. 
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“The exciting part of this is that, when it works, it works really well,” he said. “This exploration and discovery is 
exactly what is exciting about new music being created today.” 
 
The piece progresses to a purely acoustic second movement, inspired by the beaches and lush flora on the North Shore 
of Kauai. 
 
Then, it’s off to space. 
 
Making use of what he learned studying English literature at Columbia University, Bates’ narrative approach comes to 
light. Using actual communications from the 1965 Gemini IV voyage provided by NASA, theatrics in the third 
movement reimagine the America’s first spacewalk before landing on the coast of Northern California. 
 
This charming movement infuses the industrial tappings of a typewriter with jazz-tinged tunes. Here’s where the oil 
drum is brought in, too. 
 
The broom returns and the tempo quickens to bring “The B-Sides” to a close. The final movement pays homage to 
techno’s birthplace, the empty warehouses of Detroit. 
 
At full-throttle, the strength of the symphony mingles with Bates’s thumping beats of techno. 
 
“Bates' musical and compositional explorations have a wonderfully natural way of becoming part of the orchestra,” 
Haskins said. “Yes, they are sounds that you don't expect to come from 80 members of a symphony orchestra, but that 
is the magic. The sounds always feel like they just belong.” 
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Music of Bates and Clyne in spotlight at MusicNOW 
BY LAWRENCE A. JOHNSON 

 
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra had a big day Monday with the announcement of the 2014-15 season and the news 
that Riccardo Muti’s contract has been extended through 2020. 
 
That may have accounted for Monday night’s MusicNOW concert at the Harris Theater starting 15 minutes late. The 
concert, however, capped off a busy day for the CSO in superb style with one of the most consistent programs heard at 
this new-music series in recent years. Both of the CSO’s composers-in-residence, Mason Bates and Anna Clyne, were 
represented. 
 
Bates’ String Band (2002) is an early work—if any work can be considered early for a 37-year-old composer. 
Despite his renown for use of electronica and hard-driving percussion, Bates’s music is often strongest when he 
eschews the plugged-in hipster tropes for more traditional forces. 
 
String Band is scored for classical piano trio (violin, cello and piano) although the piano is prepared with screws 
and pencil erasers to give it a “twangy” sound and prevent it from overpowering the strings. 
 
Bates’ unapologetic mining of populist Americana is one of his most likable musical qualities. String Band begins 
with a seesawing bluegrass-like tune for the strings, which segues into faster music, backed by a repeated-note 
insistence in the piano. The string music becomes more rhythmic and bluesy against the piano’s pointillist piano 
notes, before a highly expressive theme emerges, here led by Yuan-Qing Yu’s sweet-toned violin. The music 
slows down and becomes more widely spaced with the resonating strings achieving a kind of uneasy solace 
before a final flourish. 
 
String Band is one of Bates’ most successful works, and was given stellar advocacy in a polished, highly energized 
performance by violinist Yu, cellist Kenneth Olsen and pianist Winston Choi. 
 
Martin Matalon’s heavy accent made his video introduction a bit difficult to understand, yet the Argentinian-French 
composer’s Traces II spoke most eloquently in its U.S. premiere. 
 
Unlike many electronic pieces which rely on gestural effects or a bewildering farrago of squeaks and squawks, Traces 
II is the real thing. Scored for amplified solo viola, the work is cast in three continuous movements, spanning fifteen 
minutes. Matalon conjures up a wide array of contrasted material for the hard-working soloist, whose amplified playing 
and echoed riffs create a fusillade of unearthly amped sonorities. 
 
Weijing Wang served up a gripping tour de force performance of this heavy-metal viola showpiece. She blazed through 
the complex demands and bravura writing, the electronic rumbles, echoes and variegated sounds from her live playing 
ricocheting around the theater. 
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Anna Clyne was probably tempting fate by calling her latest work Postponeless Creature. The world premiere slated 
for Monday’s program was, aptly enough, postponed. Few likely felt shortchanged though with the performance of 
Clyne’s The Lost Thought, which was heard instead. 
 
The work is inspired by a short Emily Dickinson poem and scored for three female voices and large mixed chamber 
ensemble: string quartet, three flutes, bassoon doubling on contrabassoon, timpani, percussion and harpsichord. 
 
The Lost Thought is part of a larger planned multimedia work of Clyne’s that will encompass five Dickinson poems 
(the first part, As Sudden Shut, was performed at MusicNOW a year ago). 
 
Yet The Lost Thought stands on its own very well. For one who came to composing fairly late, Clyne has a striking gift 
for creating a distinctive sonic landscape, mixing timbres and multihued textures within a concise and effective 
dramatic framework. 
 
Despite the large forces, Clyne wields them in an often subtle and allusive way. The three singers perform the 
Dickinson texts, the stanzas of which alternate and become irregular. The music initially has a quaint, 19th-century feel 
to it, the piquant harpsichord somehow evoking the bourgeois parlor of the poet’s Amherst home. 
 
Yet, as with Dickinson’s poem, the surface simplicity is slowly peeled away. The voices and layered sonorities convey 
the poet’s words yet gradually reflect the unspoken darker emotions underneath the texts, with fractured rhythms and 
edgy, undulating, shape-shifting sonorities. 
 
Conductor Robert Moody did a first-class job with Clyne’s challenging music, eliciting an eloquent, strongly projected 
and deftly balanced performance. Sopranos Kathleen O’Brien Dietz and Kathryn Kamp and mezzo-soprano Elizabeth 
A. Grizzell performed the challenging vocal lines with flexible, atmospheric singing and the chamber ensemble 
provided yeoman support. 
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Classical review: Nashville Symphony takes Mason Bates’ new 

Violin Concerto out for a spin 
BY JOHN PITCHER 

 
You can usually expect orchestras to blow their own horns – not to mention their oboes and piccolos – whenever they 

present a world-premiere performance. The first rendition of a new piece naturally lends itself to a little hype. But it’s 

the second or third presentation of a work that really matters. That’s what gives new music legs and a shot at becoming 

a part of the standard repertoire. 

This weekend, the young California-based composer Mason Bates is getting that very opportunity in Nashville. On 

Thursday night, music director Giancarlo Guerrero led the Nashville Symphony Orchestra in Bates’ new Violin 

Concerto.  Violinist Anne Akiko Meyers, who premiered the concerto in Pittsburgh last December, is now giving this 

work its second performance in Nashville. 

Bates is best known for fusing classical music with the crackling electronics of techno dance music. In fact, he is one of 

a new breed of composers who often perform as DJs, using turntables and laptops to accompany classical ensembles. 

Surprisingly, his new concerto is a completely “unplugged” acoustic work. 

Lasting about 25 minutes, the concerto is arranged in three movements that are played without pause. The first 

movement, titled “Archaeopteryx,” is named for a feathered beast that lived in the late Jurassic. For Bates, this creature 

serves as a kind of metaphor for Anne Akiko Meyers’ style, which he sees as both ferociously virtuosic and ineffably 

light and beautiful. 

The rest of the piece evolves (so to speak) from that initial idea. “Lakebed Memories,” the second movement, is a slow 

and sometimes jazzy meditation.” The finale, called “The Rise of Birds,” sends notes soaring above the orchestra in 

patterns of perpetual motion. 

There’s much to admire in the new concerto. Bates loads the work with interesting effects that seem both primeval and 

contemporary at the same time. For instance, in the opening of the piece, he calls on the bassists and cellists to tap their 

instruments with their hands. The sound could be primitive percussion, or the beat of a DJ’s drum machine. This 

primordial opening eventually gives way to a few drop-dead gorgeous melodies. 

Unfortunately, these melodies often come across as little more than beautiful moments in an otherwise tedious half 

hour. Melodies in the concerto frequently meander without a sense of purpose or destination. The work’s musical 

argument is likewise loose, sometimes amounting to nothing more than slow sections following fast sections. 

Of course, with Ann Akiko Meyers onstage, these defects hardly seemed to matter. Throughout her performance on 

Thursday, the always brilliant Meyers played with a sensuous tone and a commanding technique. Guerrero and the 

NSO, for their parts, played with precision and drama. After that exhilarating performance, Meyers responded to 

several curtain calls. 

The Bates concerto and other new works are important because they help prevent stagnation in the orchestral repertoire. 

Just as importantly, they help us listen to the familiar standards with fresh ears. That was the case with the other two 
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works on the program – Copland’s El Salón Mexico and Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No. 5 – which seemed somehow 

more vital and relevant when paired with contemporary music. 

Copland’s 12-minute charmer is one of the most memorable sonic postcards in the repertoire. Composed in 1937 

during Copland’s populist period, El Salón Mexico is a perfect fusion of Mexico folk music and modern compositional 

techniques. Copland fills the work with off-kilter rhythms and modern harmonic spice. Yet he manages to maintain the 

immediacy and vitality of the folk music. Guerrero and the NSO played this music with energy and joy. 

Without question, the glory of Thursday’s performance came after intermission, with Guerrero and the NSO’s bracing 

rendition of Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony. Their performance had everything – passion, melancholy, lyricism, 

feverish intensity and high drama. 

Indeed, the symphony’s four movements seemed to unfold as a continuous whole, like the sonic chapters of a sweeping 

Russian novel. Guerrero’s reading was also remarkable for its detail, for the transparency of the orchestra texture. The 

performance represented Guerrero and the NSO at their level best, and it won a thunderous and much-deserved ovation. 
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Composer Mason Bates' new concerto takes flight in Nashville 

Primal Sounds 
BY JOHN PITCHER 

 
Don't call Mason Bates a classical dinosaur. 

A 36-year-old California-based composer, Bates has spent much of his career on the cutting edge of contemporary 

music. His sparkling, effervescent works often fuse traditional acoustic music with the sounds of techno pop. In fact, 

he's as likely to spin records onstage as conduct ensembles. 

Nashvillians will get to experience Bates' innovative music this weekend, when Giancarlo Guerrero leads the Nashville 

Symphony Orchestra in a performance of the composer's new Violin Concerto. Violinist Anne Akiko Meyers 

premiered the concerto in Pittsburgh in December. She'll give the work its second-ever performance this weekend at the 

Schermerhorn Symphony Center. 

Speaking of dinosaurs, Bates' new concerto is at least tangentially related to one. He gave the work's first movement the 

tongue-twisting title "Archaeopteryx," the scientific name of a feathered animal from the late Jurassic. That creature 

was a hybrid that linked dinosaurs with modern-day birds. The beast is a great metaphor for Bates' music, which 

features both classical and pop DNA. For Bates, it's also a symbol of Anne Akiko Meyers' musical style. 

"I wanted to explore Anne's musical personality, and archaeopteryx gave me an idea of how to do it," says Bates, on the 

phone from his home in Oakland, Calif. "She can play violin with a primal energy that's like a dinosaur, but she can 

also send notes flying like a bird over the orchestra." 

Meyers first encountered Bates, a composer-in-residence at the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, when she hired him to 

compose cadenzas for the Beethoven Violin Concerto. She also heard him in a San Francisco club, where he was 

spinning records with a contemporary music ensemble. "I loved his dynamic approach to music," says Meyers, 

speaking from her home in Austin. "I immediately wondered how he could translate his DJ style into symphonic 

music." 

Initially, Meyers figured Bates would compose an electronic work, a "Concerto for Violin, Orchestra and Turntable." 

But Bates decided to go unplugged. "Mason explained that he didn't need electronics to write this concerto," says 

Meyers. "As far as he's concerned, the symphony orchestra is the world's biggest and greatest synthesizer." 

Lasting about 25 minutes, Bates' concerto is arranged in three movements played without pause. The first movement, 

named for the aforementioned feathered reptile, begins with frenetic-sounding music (the dinosaur) that eventually 

evolves into a ravishingly beautiful melody (the bird). 

The second movement, "Lakebed Memories," explores this gorgeous tune in a jazzy context. In the finale, called "The 

Rise of the Birds," the notes take flight in a flurry of perpetual motion patterns. 

Nashville composer Kyle Baker, a co-founder of the city's annual Soundcrawl contemporary music and arts festival, 

thinks Bates made a wise decision in going acoustic. "Mixing electronic and symphonic music often works better in 

theory than in the real world," he says. "Still, I think we're going to be hearing more fusion in the future." 
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Perhaps, but old things still have their virtues. For instance, Meyers will be performing the concerto on her Guarneri del 

Gesù violin, built in 1741. "I love the fact that Mason's new music will take flight on a violin that's nearly 300 years 

old," she says. 
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Contemporary Composer Receives Prestigious Heinz Award 
 

Orchestra Composer and Disc Jockey, Mason Bates, blends  
traditional classical music and electronica 

 
PITTSBURGH, September 12, 2012 – Teresa Heinz and the Heinz Family Foundation today 
announced Mason Bates, a contemporary symphonic composer, as a recipient of one of five 
prestigious Heinz Awards. Mr. Bates’ award-winning compositions combine an expanded 
orchestral palette, often including electronic sounds, with large-scale, imaginative narrative 
forms that approach topics ranging from earthquakes to energy. Through widespread 
performances by symphonies around the country, his music has moved the orchestra into the 
digital age and dissolved the traditional boundaries of classical music.  At 35, he is one of the 
youngest-ever recipients of a Heinz Award. Mr. Bates will receive an unrestricted cash prize of 
$250,000 as the winner of the Heinz Award in the category of Arts and Humanities.  
 
Mr. Bates currently serves as the Mead Composer-in-Residence with the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra, for whom he both composes new works and curates the MusicNOW series. He was 
named the 2012-2013 Composer of the Year of the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra and accepts 
frequent commissions from the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. 
 
“Mason Bates illustrates what can happen when a truly talented artist dares to stretch and even 
reinvent the boundaries of an art form. By merging symphonic orchestration with electronic 
sound and tackling broad creative themes, he is breathing new life into orchestral music and 
translating it for a new generation,” Teresa Heinz, chairman of the Heinz Family Foundation, 
said today. “Tinkering with an art form as sacred as classical music requires a level of skill and 
audacity that few possess and fewer still can pull off, but that is precisely his genius. He brings a 
joy and exuberance to his work that is expressed through both his compositions and his 
commitment to mentoring the even younger composers coming up behind him.” 
 
Mr. Bates has one foot in some of the most prestigious symphony halls and another in the halls 
of late-night dance clubs where he deejays. He brings the two musical worlds together not only 
in his electro-acoustic music, but also through his efforts to introduce new music to new spaces. 
His classical/club project Mercury Soul integrates classical performances into an evening of 
DJing in alternative venues and has attracted large crowds to events created for the Chicago, San 
Francisco and New World Symphonies. 
 
Mr. Bates often uses relevant, real-world sounds to expand the imaginative bounds of his 
compositions. In Alternative Energy, premiered by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in 2012, 
these sounds ranged from new percussion instruments constructed from old car parts to 
recordings of a giant particle collider made at FermiLab.  
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When he was just 15 years old, Mr. Bates was discovered by Robert Moody, a conductor from 
Winston-Salem, N.C. His first composition was commissioned when he was 17, and he 
subsequently enrolled in the Columbia-Juilliard program.  His primary studies were with John 
Corigliano, and he also worked with David Del Tredici and Samuel Adler.  Further studies at the 
University of California, Berkeley Center for New Music and Audio Technologies under 
Edmund Campion highly informed his approach to electronic sounds. 
 
“The orchestra is alive. It’s never stopped evolving, and I am so grateful that so many orchestras 
recognize that and have welcomed my expanded sound world into their halls. There’s no reason 
the orchestra can’t expand into digital sounds. After all, it’s been the world’s greatest synthesizer 
for centuries,” said Mr. Bates. 
 
When not composing, Mr. Bates generously offers his time mentoring emerging composers and 
musicians while exploring innovative ways to engage a wider, younger audience with classical 
music. With the future in mind, Mr. Bates looks to continue expanding his musical contributions 
and explore composition in the realms of theatre, opera and film. 
 
 
In addition to Mr. Bates, the 18th Heinz Awards honor the following individuals: 
 

 Environment: Richard J. Jackson, M.D., M.P.H., University of California, Los 
Angeles, Fielding School of Public Health, (Los Angeles, Calif.), for his visionary 
approach to promoting public health through smarter urban planning and designing 
healthy communities 

 
 Human Condition: Freeman Hrabowski, III, Ph.D., University of Maryland, 

Baltimore County, (Baltimore, Md.), for inspiring minority students to the highest levels 
of excellence in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) 

 
 Public Policy: KC Golden, Climate Solutions, (Seattle, Wash.), for his role in bringing 

the Pacific Northwest to the forefront of communities taking action to curb climate 
pollution and promote sustainable prosperity 
 

 Technology, the Economy and Employment: Jay Keasling, Ph.D., University of 
California, Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Joint BioEnergy Institute, 
(Berkeley, Calif.), for his innovations in the emerging field of synthetic biology 
impacting medicine, chemistry and clean energy 

 
 
About the Heinz Awards 
Established by Teresa Heinz in 1993 to honor the memory of her late husband, U.S. Senator John 
Heinz, the Heinz Awards celebrate the accomplishments and spirit of the Senator by recognizing 
the extraordinary achievements of individuals in the areas of greatest importance to him.  
 
The awards, administered by the Heinz Family Foundation, annually recognize individuals for 
their contributions in the areas of: Arts and Humanities; Environment; Human Condition; Public 
Policy; and Technology, the Economy and Employment. 
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Nominations are submitted by invited experts, who serve anonymously, and are reviewed by 
jurors appointed by the Heinz Family Foundation. Award recipients are ultimately selected by 
the Board of Directors. 
 
In addition to the monetary award, recipients are presented with a medallion inscribed with the 
image of Senator Heinz on one side and a rendering of a globe passing between two hands on the 
other. The Heinz Awards will be presented at a ceremony in Pittsburgh, Pa. on October 11. For 
more information about the Heinz Awards or the recipients, including photographs, visit 
www.heinzawards.net. 
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Slatkin, PSO champion Mason Bates’ Violin Concerto 
BY MARK KANNY 

 
Lucky are the composers with champions. The world has never been so fair that just writing a good piece is enough to 

ensure success. 

Violinist Anne Akiko Meyers certainly isn‘t alone in understanding the importance of encouraging composers. 

“I have always loved working with living composers,” she says. “There‘s such a wealth of information they have you 

can respect the tradition of composing and saying something new. Music is such a complex language, it really resonates 

to all different kinds of mind.” 

Meyers, principal guest conductor Leonard Slatkin and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra will give the world 

premiere of Mason Bates‘ Violin Concerto on Friday and Sunday at Heinz Hall, Downtown. The program also includes 

Joseph Haydn‘s Symphony No. 68 and Camille Saint-Saens‘ Symphony No. 3 (“Organ”) 

Bates, 32, is the Pittsburgh Symphony‘s composer of the year for 2012-13, a position he holds concurrently with 

serving as a resident composer of the Chicago Symphony. 

“When John Adams was composer of the year in ‘08-‘09, he told me about Mason and suggested we take a serious look 

at him both as a composer whose music we should know and play and as a potential composer of the year,” says Bob 

Moir, the symphony‘s vice president for artistic planning. 

Moir then spoke with principal guest conductor Leonard Slatkin, because he had already conducted Bates‘ “Liquid 

Interface,” and Slatkin called Bates a “terrific young composer.” 

In February 2010, while the composer was in Pittsburgh for Slatin-led performances of “Liquid Interface,” Moir began 

conversations with Bates about becoming composer of the year. The Pittsburgh residency will include a performance of 

Bates‘ club show “Mercury Soul” in February at Static in the Strip District. 

The genesis of Bates‘ Violin Concerto predates the agreement to name him composer of the year in Pittsburgh. 

“I‘ve known Mason for several years,” Meyers says. “I‘ve done some concerts where he was the DJ, so I‘ve seen him 

in action that way. I asked him to write cadenzas in Beethoven‘s Concerto for a performance in Holland, and I always 

wanted a concerto from him. I thought he would write something dynamic and exciting. A couple of years ago, I really 

got on his tail, harassing him until he agreed.” 

Meyers has commissioned many composers and found they each work in their own way. 

“Joseph Schwantner gave me the ending before the beginning. I though it was so interesting. Yet he was very open to 

suggestions and technical input, as was Mason. We‘d do a lot of discussion via Skype because he was in the (San 

Francisco) bay area and I was in Texas,” she says. 

Bates has performed electronica parts with the symphony in both “Mothership,” which was performed Thanksgiving 

weekend with Manfred Honeck conducting, and “Liquid Interface.” He decided a different approach to sonorities was 

needed for his concerto. 
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“Composers paint with sound, and my sonic palette has been growing rapidly in large-scale symphonies fusing 

orchestral and electronic sounds,” Bates comments in his program notes. “But the pops, clicks and thuds of techno 

present challenges in a violin concerto: the subtle textures of this 18-inch instrument would be quickly painted over by 

the powerful colors of such a big palette. So, in order to fully showcase the violin, I stepped back into the acoustic 

universe — but with my ears still humming with exotic sounds.” 

The score complete, other steps were needed to bring it before an audience. 

“The trick with getting any concerto played is to have the support of a great music director who will actually premiere 

it and be thoroughly involved in the process,” Meyers says. “Leonard Slatkin really leapt at the opportunity. Then, the 

Pittsburgh Symphony was really interested in being involved, as well.” 
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Music review: John Adams' 'Absolute Jest' in San Francisco 
BY MARK SWED 

 
When John Adams was a young composer and conductor in San Francisco in the early ’70s, he would often perform 

the experimental music of John Cage and other radicals, which was the hip thing to do at the time. But he has said that 
all that avant-garde business could leave him musically dissatisfied, and he’d go home and put on recordings of late 

Beethoven string quartets.  

That is essentially what he does in a provocative new orchestral piece -- an Adams-ized mélange of late Beethoven -- 
commissioned by the San Francisco Symphony as part of music director Michael Tilson Thomas’ American Mavericks 

festival here.  

The premiere at Davies Symphony Hall on Thursday night was sandwiched between just such radical ’70s pieces as 
Cage’s anarchic “Song Books” Wednesday and Feldman’s opaque Piano and Orchestra, which followed Adams on 

Thursday’s program. 

So is Adams merely reliving his youth, or is he perhaps a maverick’s maverick, rebelling against the festival’s 
prevalent progressive spirit? The wise-guy title of the new piece is “Absolute Jest.” And it’s a great entertainment, as 

long as you don’t think too hard about it.  

The score is Adams' first major orchestral work since his ambitious “City Noir,” which Gustavo Dudamel premiered 
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic in 2009. Written for the St. Lawrence String Quartet and the San Francisco 

orchestra, “Absolute Jest” is based on fragments from the scherzos of two Beethoven quartets, Opp. 131 and 135, and 
the Ninth Symphony.  

With Beethoven bits bouncing off the walls, “Absolute Jest” has all the chugging rhythmic and contrapuntal 

complexity expected of Adams. Beethoven’s mind-boggling “Grosse Fuge” was another reference point and seemed to 
be Adams' real jumping-off point. His use of the orchestra was ever imaginative and surprising. Piano, harp and 

cowbells were tuned in pure, or just, intonation, which helped connect Beethoven to the maverick sound of Lou 

Harrison and Terry Riley.  

Adams has been down these roads before. Throughout his career, he has attempted in his own music to come to terms 

with composers in history. The most original and meaningful examples are the operas “The Death of Klinghoffer,” “El 

Niño” and “Flowering Tree,” which are, respectively, modeled after (but do not quote) Bach’s passions, Handel’s 
“Messiah” and Mozart’s “Magic Flute.”  

There is also a trickster side to Adams, although it has been suppressed of late as he has ascended through the ranks of 

living American classical composers to reach, at the age of 65, the top spot. “Absolute Jest” seems, however, as much a 
trickster piece as “Grand Pianola Music” was in the ’80s when it thumbed and thumped its nose at Modernism in the 

’80s.  

But if “Absolute Jest” treads, in the context of the Mavericks concerts, old ground (Lukas Foss’ 1967 Bach-based 
“Phorion” was given the night before), it got a hot performance under Tilson Thomas. Subtle amplification is part of 
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the postmodern package and the jumpy St. Lawrence was so energized that you might have thought sound designer 

Mark Grey had wired the quartet’s seats. 

The three other works Thursday were noteworthy as well. The program began with a premiere by another composer 
who, like Adams, lives in the East Bay. Mason Bates’ “Mass Transmission,” for chorus, organ and electronica, looks at 

how the telephone and early radio connected people across the planet but created a new kind of global loneliness in the 

process. 

In terrific texts, taken from the Dutch Telegraph Office and from the Dutch East-Indies, a mother in Holland and her 

child in Java anxiously communicate through early technology, the distance miraculously bridged but also exaggerated 

in the process. The San Francisco Symphony Chorus lovingly intoned these texts, which organist Paul Jacobs 
underscored with drones. More interesting, though, were Bates’ beats, which he applied to his sampling of wheezy old 

radios and Javanese gamelan. Donato Cabrera was the conductor. 

After intermission, Tilson Thomas led an ethereally quiet and too-beautiful-for-words account of Feldman’s Piano and 
Orchestra, and then he raised a ruckus with Varèse’s “Amériques.”  

Emanuel Ax was the inspired soloist for Feldman's meditative study of disjointed chords and single instrumental tones 

in unpredictable painterly patterns. Ax’s plush tone and intense focus created the sensation of floating in air and yet 
being somehow rooted to the earth. Time felt as though it stood still and yet the piece seemed to be over in an instant. I 

can explain none of this. The experience was exceptional. 

Enough quiet. Varèse was said to have found Feldman precious. In “Amériques,” he utilized a huge orchestra with a 
very noticeable percussion section. Stravinsky and Debussy were major influences on his 1927 score, while the 

percussion was something wild and original. Many players wore white earplugs to protect themselves from machine-

age noisiness. But their playing was, as it was all evening, arresting. 
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Bridging Huge Gaps, Geographical and Musical 
BY KEVIN BERGER 

 
Last Friday, Mason Bates paced through his cozy Oakland house. A cab was picking him up in a few minutes because 

Mr. Bates, a composer known for his dynamic blend of classical and electronic music, was performing that night in Los 
Angeles with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, but he knew he was forgetting something.   

Suddenly Mr. Bates remembered. He stopped in a small service room, pulled a bundle of clothes from the washer and 

put them in the dryer. He had promised his wife, Jamie, a molecular biologist at Stanford, that he would dry their son’s 
clothes before he left for Los Angeles.  

“Good thing I remembered,” he said, smiling.  

That dance — between family and work — has become more than a theme in Mr. Bates’s life: he has used it as the 
inspiration for his most recent composition, “Mass Transmission.”  

With a skyrocketing career — he is the composer-in-residence at both the San Francisco Symphony and the Chicago 

Symphony Orchestra, as well as a popular club D.J. — Mr. Bates has built a national reputation as an innovator. But for 
the first time, Mr. Bates said, he is feeling the pull of gravity. Constantly writing and touring has caused him to miss 

Toliver, his 2-year-old son.  

That longing to connect informs “Mass Transmission.” The San Francisco Symphony will perform the premiere of the 
15-minute work March 15 to 17, as part of its American Mavericks festival, a three-week celebration of 20th- and 21st-

century composers. The festival begins March 8 and presents mold-breaking works by Charles Ives and Steve Reich 
and new pieces by Meredith Monk and John Adams.  

Mr. Bates, 35, possesses a natural confidence and charm. For nearly a decade, he has been hailed as one of the young 

saviors of classical music, thanks to his gift for rinsing the gray out of traditional forms with the searing beats of 
electronica.  

But San Francisco clubgoers know another side of Mr. Bates. He performs regularly as D.J. Masonic, spinning dance 

music at nightspots like Mezzanine and John Colins (where he is scheduled to appear March 8) and as the D.J. in 
Mercury Soul (performing March 16 in Davies Symphony Hall after the regular program), a chamber group that seems 

a mix of Schubert and Massive Attack, a trip-hop band.  

The way Mr. Bates blends electronics into classical music, said Michael Tilson Thomas, the music director of the San 
Francisco Symphony, “is in the spirit of the original American maverick composers and their thirst for the 

unconventional and new. And he writes beautiful notes.”  

Edmund Campion, a composer and professor of music at the University of California, Berkeley, said Mr. Bates was a 
much-needed bridge between musical worlds. “The orchestra today is fighting with its identity as a historical elephant,” 

Mr. Campion said. “Mason provides a sense of renewal, a connection to social and cultural things in contemporary 

life.”  

That role was solidified last year by the performance of Mr. Bates’s rousing piece “Mothership” with the YouTube 

Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Mr. Tilson Thomas and seen by hundreds of thousands online.  
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“Mass Transmission” is based on radio-wave communications in the 1920s between parents in the Netherlands and 

their children on Java. Children were sent to the island (now part of Indonesia) to work for the colonial Dutch 

government. The piece, scored for chorus, organ and electronics (including samples of Indonesian gamelan music), 
opens with the wistful voice of a woman recalling her first communications with her daughter. The ethereal music 

contrasts the human voice with the cold mists of electronic static. An organ traverses the two like a Bach toccata.  

“I think of those early transmissions as the Skype of the 1920s,” Mr. Bates said. “Today, trying to communicate with 
my son and wife through a technological medium that remains imperfect really made me receptive to this story of a 

mother and daughter separated by oceans.”  

Mr. Bates grew up in Richmond, Va., the son of a surgeon and a schoolteacher. When he was in sixth grade at St. 
Christopher’s, a boys’ prep school, he showed his piano teacher a piece he had written. She responded that while his 

piano playing could use work, he had a gift for composing.  

Mr. Bates earned degrees at Columbia University and the Juilliard School, where his teenage infatuation with Pink 
Floyd matured into a love for the polytonal symphonies of Stravinsky and John Corigliano, a renowned contemporary 

composer and one of his Juilliard mentors. In 2000, Mr. Bates moved to the Bay Area. While earning his Ph.D. in 

composition at Cal, he moonlighted as a D.J. at raves and parties.  

“I want to be known as a symphonist,” Mr. Bates said. “Electronica is an important new element of the orchestra, like 

valves in brass instruments once were. But I strive to make it an organic and integral part of the whole orchestra.”  

In the cab, on the way to the airport, Mr. Bates said that “Mass Transmission” symbolized his music to date.  

“It’s about animal warmth encapsulated in a mechanistic environment,” he said. “It’s about speaking over distances, 

which could be the distance of death. It’s really about reaching a loved one over any gulf.”  
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Music review: Riccardo Muti, Chicago Symphony at Segerstrom 

Hall 
BY RICHARD S. GINELL 

 
The mighty Chicago Symphony Orchestra -– made great by Fritz Reiner and turbocharged by Georg Solti -– last visited 

Southern California 25 years ago this month, playing one concert in then-new Segerstrom Hall and three in the Dorothy 
Chandler Pavilion.   

Much has happened at the CSO since. The Daniel Barenboim era came and went. More than half of the personnel has 

changed over and it landed the much-coveted Riccardo Muti as its new music director. And with the convenient 
convergence of the San Francisco Symphony’s centennial and Segerstrom Center for the Arts’ 25th anniversary, the 

CSO was finally lured back Friday night -– this time in the Renée and Henry Segerstrom Concert Hall.    

Yet our ears have changed too. I remember when the CSO blew through town and turned heads with its staggering 
precision and ability to get a big sound out of recalcitrant halls like the Chandler and old Segerstrom. Now, with the 

upgrade in technical standards here and elsewhere, the CSO no longer seems so startling.  And in newer Segerstrom, 

the still-brawny Chicago brasses worked too hard, which they didn’t have to in this space, where the adjustable setting 
was much too reverberant.  

There was only one concert this trip, but it was a bold one -– loaded with future-shock pieces past and present and one 

oldie that has dropped off the radar, Franck’s Symphony in D minor.  At 70, Muti looks exactly the same and conducts 
with the same vigor and expressiveness as he did in his last visits with the Philadelphia in the 1980s. 

Muti opened with Honegger’s rowdy machine music from the 1920s, “Pacific 231” -– as dynamic, militant and exciting 

a performance as you can imagine. That was a perfect prelude for CSO composer-in-residence Mason Bates’ 
fascinating new “Alternative Energy,” a 26-minute, four-movement “energy symphony” that illustrates mankind’s 

obsession over the centuries with more and more potent and destructive sources of energy.  Percussion “instruments” 

found in a Chicago junkyard bop and batter away, ferocious electronic sounds swoop from Bates’ laptop, the orchestra 

produces novel sonorities of its own. The piece has a jazzy, lurching verve that Muti seemed absolutely in tune with.  

One could tell why Franck’s symphony is not as popular as it used to be; he comes up with fine tunes but hammers 

away at them to the point where one performance becomes plenty. Muti produced beautifully shaped, even Italianate 

phrasing, particularly in the strings, while resisting any indulgent wanderings. 

No encores, alas.  

http://www.opus3artists.com/artists/mason-bates
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Chicago orchestra reaffirms its mastery, cohesion 
BY JOSHUA KOSMAN 

 
The parade of visiting orchestras coming through Davies Symphony Hall as part of the San Francisco Symphony's 

centennial season has brought us some fine musical experiences, and will bring more before the spring is out. But if this 
week's extraordinary display by Riccardo Muti and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra doesn't emerge as the crowning 

glory of this project, I for one will be flabbergasted. 

In concerts on Tuesday and Wednesday night - the Chicagoans' first local appearances in a quarter of a century - this 
magnificent orchestra did more than merely reaffirm its long-standing place at the forefront of American musical life. 

These performances also provided an encouraging snapshot of the burgeoning relationship between the ensemble and 

their music director in the year and a half since he took the reins. 

The technical polish and sonic weight that this orchestra commands - the burnished sound of its string sections, the 

tireless and impeccable heroism of the brass - have long been the stuff of legend, even if local audiences have had to 

rely on recordings to hear them. And those qualities were everywhere in evidence through both programs. 

But it was just as exciting to witness the fluid and responsive partnership between conductor and orchestra. The 

deftness with which the players both followed and supported Muti's interpretive lead, and the utter cohesiveness of the 

orchestra's playing in a wide range of repertoire, were marvels to behold. 

The programs were (with one regrettable exception) strategically programmed to show off all these virtues. Tuesday's 

concert was the occasion for powerhouse display, with a lineup of meaty works from the past three centuries, and 
Wednesday's program - more intimately scaled but nearly as revelatory - offered a focus on Schubert. 

By opening the proceedings with Honegger's "Pacific 231," Muti lost no time in letting audiences know what his group 

is capable of. The title of this short, visceral curtain-raiser, dating from 1924, refers to a steam locomotive, and it was 
an afterthought - but whether intentionally or not, the music's high-impact rhetoric plays as a celebration of the 

Industrial Age. The orchestra responded like a well-oiled machine, with weighty instrumental textures and elaborately 

synchronized rhythms. 

Technology was also the subject of "Alternative Energy," a formidable and inventive new work by Oakland composer 

Mason Bates, who is one of the orchestra's two composers-in-residence. Its four movements offer a time-traveling 

montage, from 1896 through the year 2222, that is alternately whimsical, moving and eerie. 

It's also Bates' most ambitious and epically scaled work to date, and it shows his mastery of the orchestral landscape 

like nothing before it. The opening pits a jaunty fiddle solo against jangly rhythms from a junk heap of metal and car 

parts (concertmaster Robert Chen and principal percussionist Cynthia Yeh were superb here), and the musical materials 
established there run through the rest of the work in different but recognizable guise. 

Bates, who will be featured next month as part of the Symphony's Mavericks Festival, occasionally makes obvious 

choices in his harmonies. But a few feel-good cadences are a small price to pay for a narrative so compelling and so 
imaginatively crafted. 
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In more standard repertoire, Muti and the orchestra repeatedly showed their mastery of color and rhetoric. Franck's 

Symphony in D Minor, which concluded Tuesday's program, was a marvel of forceful and beautifully articulated 

ensemble textures. 

Wednesday's Schubert, the Entr'acte from "Rosamunde" and the "Great" C-Major Symphony, featured some surprising 

tempo choices from Muti, who seemed to want to linger over some passages. But the overall direction and impact were 

undeniable. 

The only fly in the ointment was "Night Ferry," a monotonous and astonishingly feckless tone poem by the orchestra's 

other composer-in-residence, Anna Clyne. The piece consists of a few repeated churning scales, with the entire 

orchestra playing almost throughout, and nearly always at full volume. An orchestra this great deserves better.  
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Review: Muti and Chicago Symphony make a very impressive visit 

to Davies Hall 
BY RICHARD SCHEININ 

 
Two contrasting images leap to mind in recalling the Chicago Symphony Orchestra's audacious concert Tuesday at 

Davies Symphony Hall. One is a picture of conductor Riccardo Muti, facing his players during the Allegretto of César 
Franck's Symphony in D minor, seeming to release pressure from a valve as a sustained cloud of muted strings floats 

through the hall. The other picture is of Muti, too, his left arm ticking like a metronome as a hard-core techno beat 

breaks out in the midst of composer Mason Bates's "Alternative Energy." 

In the first instance, Muti and his orchestra -- making its first San Francisco appearance since 1987 -- seem to be 

unveiling a monumental oil painting, very 19th century, rich in color and mood. In the second, Muti might be dialing in 

the most vivid HD imagery -- another landscape, but futuristic, boiling with percussion (including Bates's own laptop 
triggering of sampled sounds) and etched by sharpshooter brass. One wonders what Fritz Reiner and Sir Georg Solti -- 

CSO music directors of past eras -- might have thought about this fellow Bates, and about this program. 

Probably they would have recognized that Muti, in his second season as music director, is showing off this great 
orchestra's extreme versatility, extending its tradition. Tuesday's performances of Franck and Bates -- and of Arthur 

Honegger's "Pacific 231," which opened the program -- shared essential qualities: warmth and taut athleticism, both, 

with X-ray clarity of detail amid fine balance and blend. Lustrous strings. Plummy winds. And one could see the 
players' eyes, following Muti as he paused here and there during Franck's familiar opus, just for a millisecond, 

considering how he might let this warhorse shake out and breathe. 

Chicago is the third of six American orchestras visiting Davies Symphony Hall in 2011-12, their way of honoring the 
San Francisco Symphony in its centennial season. So far, we've seen the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the Boston 

Symphony -- and Chicago, whose Tuesday performance was perhaps the most impressive of the bunch, given its 

unique combination of grandeur and ease. Even with some occasional overplaying by the brass (and a flubbed note or 
two from the horns) this was an exemplary performance. A second Chicago program, featuring Schubert and a new 

work from Anna Clyne, will take place Wednesday. And as the season progresses, the Cleveland Orchestra, New York 

Philharmonic and Philadelphia Orchestra will visit the hall. 

Muti -- man of La Scala (1986-2005), the Philadelphia Orchestra (1980-1992) and other vaunted ensembles -- remains, 

at 70, an imperial fellow on the podium; that chiseled profile is just a little intimidating. Yet his players seem 

empowered by him, and he by them. One could hear the efficiency and comfort level as the orchestra opened 
Honegger's brief, bracing work, composed in 1923 and named for a locomotive: Honegger loved trains, he once said, 

"as others love women or horses." 

He also once said the piece actually is an abstract mathematical homage to accelerating rhythms. But the train imagery 
stands: Tuesday, in those opening passages, ghost chords rose from the strings, like steam, signaling the train coming to 

life. Next: razor-sharp string attacks, the train's wheels now turning. And then the acceleration: triplet brass figures, 

tribal percussion, faster and faster -- the clean elegance of the machine age, with echoes of Stravinsky and 
foreshadowings of Gershwin. 
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"Alternative Energy" is the most satisfying piece I've yet heard from Bates, 35, who lives in Oakland and now Chicago, 

where he is a composer-in-residence with the CSO, which commissioned this new piece. Famous for his parallel career 

as a DJ (with the moniker "Masonic") he has an abiding interest in dance rhythms and the integration of computer-
triggered samples into the orchestral fabric. He is a prolific craftsman -- sometimes too much of a craftsman, working 

up colorful surface effects and clever atmospherics, but without generating a convincing musical core. 

This new piece -- Bates calls it an "energy symphony" in four movements -- collapses the walls between his two lives, 
breaking through to the soulful glee of the dance floor. And like Honegger's work, it is about technology. Bates 

describes it as a sort of tone poem, spanning centuries: visiting a Midwestern junkyard in the time of Henry Ford, 

moving on to a particles collider in suburban Chicago, followed by a Chinese nuclear power plant in 2112, and finally a 
23rd century Icelandic rainforest where, post-meltdown, folks once again huddle around the campfire. 

The piece has an idée fixe -- a spiky, mountain fiddle tune, felicitously turned through Tuesday's performance by 

concertmaster Robert Chen. It also has a profusion of wildly percussive clatterings that expand like kudzu, even 
utilizing a noisy wooden crank and the grill of an old Ford. (The latter was grabbed from a junkyard, literally, by Bates 

and principal percussionist Cynthia Yeh.) 

"Alternative Energy" begins with the tick-tock of time and plenty of Midwestern sky peaking through scrims of strings 
and swooping dollops of winds. And it builds from there, an accelerating enchantment: overlapping pulses, massive 

chiming effects, "Shaft" beats and halting hoedowns that somehow evoke Chinese opera. In fact, once the orchestra 

reaches China in 2112, exotic birds seem to be flying everywhere, as muted brass melt into pluming strings, which melt 
into shimmering flutes and metalophones.  

Tuesday, when Bates -- at least I think it was Bates, at his laptop -- released that hard-core techno beat, that was some 

kind of party on stage: aerialist melodies arching over the dance floor. The orchestra steam-rolled through this madness 
with precision and humor. It was soulful music, soulfully played. 

Ditto for Franck, after intermission: tremulous surges through the first movement; pizzicato strings mimicking a giant 

guitar in the second. The grandeur of the finale happened with gliding ease, like Fred Astaire. I imagined the orchestra 
as a big gleaming ship, decked out with banners, moving at a steady clip under the direction of its commander, 

Riccardo Muti.  
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Muti and the CSO revel in the brave new worlds of ‘Alternative 

Energy 
BY ANDREW PATNER 

 
A music director’s selection of an orchestra’s composers in residence reveals much about the conductor’s interest in 

contemporary music and how it relates to the general repertoire and to the public. The Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra played a role in establishing what is now an accepted tradition when John Corigliano was selected in 1987 to 

work alongside music director Sir Georg Solti as the CSO’s first composer in residence.  Corigliano’s technical 

virtuosity and populist sympathies matched Solti’s own tastes, which also had brought major new works from 
Michael Tippett and David Del Tredici. 

Daniel Barenboim appointed two women composers; first, fellow Israeli ShulamitRan and then the American Augusta 

Read Thomas.  Both were American-trained extenders of European Modernist traditions, but they also continued 
Corigliano’s worthy cheerleading for an eclectic range of mostly younger colleagues.  An odd interregnum followed 

when the CSO was without a music director with two non-resident composers, Osvaldo Golijov and Mark-

Anthony Turnage. 

Riccardo Muti shook things up when he picked two young artists with keen interests in electro-acoustic music and 

multimedia to share the Mead composer-in-residence post: American-born Mason Bates and British 

transplant AnnaClyne. 

Loyalty and devotion -- whether to teachers, composers, institutions, or pieces of music -- is a key part of Muti’s 

makeup.  His commitment to showcase the works of Bates and Clyne even before they had written any pieces 

specifically for him and the CSO is strong; he has studied their scores with the intensity others might reserve for 
Wagner or Schoenberg. With the world première of Bates’sAlternative Energy Thursday night at Orchestra 

Hall, Muti showed his commitment worthwhile.  (Clyne’s Night Ferry makes its world-première bow next week.) 

Bates, 35, whose roots are in American composition, liberal arts, and nightclub DJ work, has produced his most 
convincing, integrate, and appealing large-scale work to date with electronics -- which he ran himself from an onstage 

laptop -- strategically placed within the score and in their sounding on speakers across the hall.  The four movement, 

24-minute work Alternative Energy surveys modern man’s use and abuse of energy -- from tinkering to Tevatrons to 
nuclear dependence and meltdown to a distant future’s return to nature and fire -- while exploring 

different propulsions of musical energy and even toe-tapping rhythms. 

Principal percussionist Cynthia Yeh was almost a compositional collaborator in helping select, test, and create 
instruments from auto junkyard scraps. Concertmaster Robert Chen showed himself wholly at home in American and 

Chinese fiddling. Bates kept himself and his technological and techno contributions in the background, letting the 

listener focus on his careful structuring and tight scoring across the orchestra. 

Some might regard the effects as reminiscent of next-generation film scoring or computer gaming, but I found any such 

parallels a legitimate evocation of thezeitgeist. Muti was alert to each measure and idea, at times appearing to 

physically revel in discovering a new world.  A happy audience and orchestra welcomed Bates back onstage for three 
curtain calls. 

http://www.opus3artists.com/artists/mason-bates
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Arthur Honegger’s 1923 Pacific 231, Symphonic Movement No. 1, not heard downtown since the CSO’s greatest new-

music advocate of all time, Frederick Stock, led it in 1930, is itself an exercise in musical representation of propulsive 

energy.  Its six-minute length made it a perfect prelude to the Bates work. 

César Franck’s 1886-1888 Symphony in D minor, once a staple of high-school orchestras and mid-20th-century LP 

recordings, is another of those works thatMuti devotedly has brought back to life throughout his career. With an 

impassioned, detailed performance of the work’s never-ending recycled themes, he almost made us believe that there 
was something there. Scott Hostetler’s seductive English horn was with him all the way.  
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In Muti's hands, new Mason Bates work presses the right buttons 

with CSO audience 
BY JOHN VON RHEIN 

 
Riccardo Muti continues to throw his clout behind his choices as the Chicago Symphony Orchestra's resident 

composers, Mason Bates and Anna Clyne. Their very different musical voices, he believes, resonate strongly with 

today's concert audiences and thus deserve the widest hearing he can give them. 

Clyne has yet to have one of her orchestral pieces performed on the subscription series; that will occur at next week's 

concerts. Meanwhile, Bates is getting the red-carpet treatment. On Thursday night, just two days after the CSO had 

announced Bates' and Clyne's contracts had been extended another two years, Muti led the world premiere of Bates' 
latest orchestral piece, "Alternative Energy," at Symphony Center. 

These weekend performances are in preparation for Muti and the orchestra's taking the work to California in mid-

month as part of their first West Coast tour together. The music director also is including the CSO-commissioned 
"Alternative Energy" among the three programs with which he and the orchestra are to open the 2012-13 season of 

New York's Carnegie Hall in October. How many other music directors have campaigned so heavily on behalf of their 

composers? 

To judge from the prolonged applause and cheers that erupted from the younger-than-usual crowd attending Thursday's 
first performance of "Alternative Energy," Muti is backing another Bates crowd-pleaser. 

Like the composer's "The B-Sides," which Muti and the CSO played here last May, "Alternative Energy" incorporates 

electronic sounds into the orchestra fabric. Here, however, they are more subtly layered within a huge percussion 
battery that is augmented by car parts Bates found in a junkyard. Seated at stage rear, the composer triggered the 

prerecorded electronic sounds from his laptop. 

Mankind's use and abuse of increasingly powerful energy sources through real and imaginary ages forms the scenario. 

The first sounds we hear are the accelerando cranking of a car motor and a bluesy fiddle tune meant to evoke auto-
industry pioneer Henry Ford, circa 1896. Bates' neon-lit orchestral palette is laced with billowing waves of John-

Adams-like post-minimalist sound and mechanistic rhythms that owe as much to jazz and hip-hop as they do to 

Stravinsky. 

The "cranking" motif turns ominous as more powerful energy sources come into play. The second movement, set in 

present-day Chicago, interweaves sound samples from a particle collider (recorded at Fermilab outside Batavia) with 

raucous brass riffs that build to a take-no-prisoners finish. 

The third section, set in Xinjiang province, an actual source of Chinese energy production, in an imaginary 2112, brings 

back the fiddle tune, distorted, on solo flute. Rising and falling waves of soft strings yield to an increasingly foreboding 

crescendo of pounding electronica, like a nuclear reactor approaching meltdown. When cataclysm arrives, it's with a 

mighty thwoop and a sigh. 

The final movement ventures even further ahead in time, to an "Icelandic rain forest" of 2222, a weird, futuristic 

landscape of distant bird sounds (shades of Respighi's "The Pines of Rome") and further echoes of material heard 
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earlier. All this leads to a big, final flourish that's meant to suggest the victory of the naturalistic world over mankind's 

planet-despoiling pursuit of new and better founts of energy. 

Whether you take it as a cautionary tale or as pure music, "Alternative Energy" is exceedingly well-made and goes 
down very easily. It's the kind of score that brings out the musical dramatist in Muti: He and the CSO members – most 

notably principal percussionist Cynthia Yeh and concertmaster Robert Chen – threw themselves into the music with 

considerable mega-wattage of their own. 

While I found the piece enjoyable and entertaining, I do wish Bates would dig deeper harmonically, challenge himself 
and his audience rather more. Navigating the fine line between accessibility and complexity, he continues to opt too 

readily for the former, in my view. 

Muti preceded the Bates premiere with Arthur Honegger's "Pacific 231," another piece about energy, this one an early 
20th-century musical depiction of a 300-ton locomotive hurtling through a dark night. The performance found a well-

oiled CSO machine operating at peak efficiency. Muti even got to levitate. Twice. 

I am glad Cesar Franck's Symphony in D minor is making a comeback after decades of neglect, for it is a splendid 
work with memorable tunes and an ingenious cyclical structure. Muti rightly esteems it highly and made a fine 

recording of it during his tenure with the Philadelphia Orchestra in the 1980s. 

His reading on Thursday was extremely well-judged. The rubato was expressively applied but never carried to 

extremes, inner voices and other instrumental detail brought to the fore in a way that always clarified the musical 
argument. Everything breathed musical integrity and idiomatic feeling. The maestro asked for a full brass sound and he 

got it, trumpets blazing forth magnificently. Scott Hostetler's English horn solo in the slow movement was sensitively 

played. Too bad about principal horn Dale Clevenger's several splattered entrances.  
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A blast of techno lights up the Detroit Symphony 
BY MARK STRYKER 

 
Leonard Slatkin has always championed new American music. But in recent years, the 67-year-old music director of 

the Detroit Symphony Orchestra has broadened his gaze to include not only composers more or less his own age -- 
William Bolcom, John Corigliano, Joan Tower, John Adams, Joseph Schwantner and others -- but also those of a 

younger generation like Mason Bates, Jefferson Friedman and James Lee III. 

This is rarer than it should be. 

At a certain point, conductors tend to stick with their friends or music they already know. But to his credit, Slatkin goes 

out of his way to stay in touch with up-and-comers, typically asking his veteran composer-allies for recommendations 

from their pool of students. As a group, these younger composers, like their teachers, favor tonal idioms, stylistic 

eclecticism and a free exchange of ideas between the music they write for the concert hall and the vernacular music 
they also love. 

Bates, whose highly charged, 20-minute work “The B Sides: Five Pieces for Orchestra & Electronica” (2009) lit up 

Orchestra Hall on Friday, is a prime example. Based in the San Francisco Bay area, Bates, 34, studied with Corigliano 
among others; but he also moonlights as a DJ, and the influence of techno music, the electronic dance music pioneered 

in Detroit by Derrick May, Juan Atkins and Kevin Saunderson, was all over “The B Sides.” 

What was most impressive was how organically Bates integrated electronics into the acoustic sound world of the 
orchestra. He knows how to orchestrate: Performing with the DSO on a laptop computer and electronic drum pad, 

Bates, who stood near the percussion section, dappled techno beats and sonic atmospherics into the mix the way a 

painter might apply an especially vibrant range of colors to a canvas. 

So, for example, the opening “Broom of the System” merged sandpaper blocks and, literally, a household broom to 
create a swooshing rhythmic ground that grew into gleaming post-minimalist pulsations, winking perhaps at the 

influence of Adams and Steve Reich. High strings, mallet percussion, winds, bursts of muted trumpets and irregular 

electronic beats created an ever-shifting mélange of fragmented melody, rhythm and meter. The groove was elusive, 
abstract, yet you always felt the essence of dance. 

A similar sense of mystery informed the purely acoustic, ballad-like “Aerosol Melody (Hanalei),” whose clarinet and 

oboe melody and evocative string glissandos led to the third and longest movement, “Gemini of the Solar Wind,” 
where over a bed of slow-moving, richly voiced chords, Bates incorporated samples of actual dialogue from the 1965 

Gemini IV rocket voyage (“Roger,” “Looks like we’re coming upon the coast of California,” etc.). The point was to 

take listeners into another space, but for me this was the moment when the electronics began to sound gimmicky and 

arbitrary. 

But with “Terminal Noir” the music returned to an irresistible, syncopated shuffle. This led to the finale, “Warehouse 

Medicine,” an homage to Detroit techno in which Bates finally cut loose with a steady four-beat electronic stomp -- 

boom, boom, boom, boom -- that drove the orchestra to a jubilant climax. Slatkin led a dynamic performance, save a 
few moments of awkward coordination early on between Bates and the orchestra, and the DSO players threw 

themselves into the score with enthusiasm and understanding. 
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The concert opened with a high-intensity reading of Schubert’s “Unfinished Symphony” in which Slatkin’s surging 

tempos created a bit of a breathless quality to the composer’s songful melodies, but the music still engaged the senses, 

especially the exquisitely played cello passages. After intermission, Slatkin and the DSO collaborated on one of their 
best performances of the season in Rachmaninoff’s Symphony No. 3. 

More concise and less effusive in its opulence than the composer’s beloved Second Symphony, the Third doesn’t get 

much respect from critics or audiences. But it is still a honey, its three movements filled with rewarding tunes, warm 

lyricism and prismatic color. 

Slatkin found a judicious balance between forward momentum and relaxed singing and between sweeping drama and 

carefully etched details. Led by guest concertmaster Jorja Fleezanis, who played the key violin solos with a voluptuous 

sound and Russian soul, the DSO strings bloomed beautifully, while terrific clarinet, French horn and English horn 
solos floated to the surface and then submerged back into the ensemble fabric. 

Unfortunately, a woman in the balcony fell on the stairs during the third movement, creating a disturbance that brought 

the concert to a dead halt while she was attended to. The good news is that she was fine, and the orchestra members 
picked up where they had left off, though by then the magical spell that the performance had been weaving had been 

broken. Here’s to a safe and uninterrupted concert tonight and Sunday.  
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MusicNow offers a bravura plugged-in season opener 
BY LAWRENCE A. JOHNSON 

 
The season-opening concert of MusicNOW Monday night at the Harris Theater offered a model of how these evenings 

should be presented with a tight, varied program of five contemporary works with four of the composers present to 
introduce their music. 

Mason Bates and Anna Clyne, the CSO’s two composers-in-residence, were the engaging young curator-hosts, and 

while there were a few glitches Monday night, for the most part, the concert got the Chicago Symphony Orchestra’s 
new-music series off to a worthy start. 

John Corigliano’s Stomp (2010) certainly began the evening on a bravura note (many notes actually). Written as a 

violin competition piece for the 2011 Tchaikovsky Competition, Stomp calls for non-standard tuning on two strings, an 

ease with populist American fiddle styles of jazz and bluegrass and rhythmic cunning in coordinating foot stamps with 
the violin part. 

Corigliano noted approvingly in his video introduction that Nigel Armstrong, who performed Stomp in Moscow, 

elected to add to the theatrical complexities by playing one section of the six-minute work with the violin behind his 
back. The young violinist blazed through the complexities of the work Monday with rock-like abandon and apt show-

biz panache. 

Kirsten Broberg’s That Time (2008) is the final section of a larger six-section extended work (The Water of Time) on 
poems of Pablo Neruda. Set for voice, violin, cello, alto flute, clarinet, piano, percussion and electronics, this is wistful, 

flowing music that achieves a transcendent beauty spiced by piquant instrumental touches. Soprano Carrie Henneman 

Shaw possesses a bright, youthful timbre that at times sounds uncannily like Dawn Upshaw. Unfortunately, she doesn’t 

have Upshaw’s projection and clarity and Shaw’s words were largely undecipherable Monday, not helped by projected 
lyrics that were out of synch from the get-go. The ensemble was sensitively conducted by Cliff Colnot. 

Tumblers (1990) by Alejandro Viñao is a study in shifting pulses for amplified violin, marimba and electronics. 

Asymmetric riffs are voiced, repeated and mutated in a series of overlapping rhythms and computerized swells and 
crescendoes. Plugged-in violinist Yuan-Qing Yu and the acrobatically virtuosic percussionist Cynthia Yeh provided 

fine advocacy, yet, like many a rhythmically-centered electronic piece, at 17 minutes Tumblers goes on far too long for 

its own good. 

Paula Matthusen’s run on sentence of the pavement (2002) “for piano, electronics and pingpong balls” sounds like an 

example of aleatoric gimmickry at its worst but actually proved one of the highlights of the evening. The score creates 

a variety of contrasting timbal and color effects by dropping pingpong balls on the piano’s strings and soundboard, the 

resulting noises echoed and electronically distorted. Matthusen’s work weaves a variety of amplified timbres and 
rhythmic fragments into a haunting, swirling landscape of gamelan-like sonorities, ethereal high-piano chords and 

bracing percussive punctuation. Amy Briggs was the dexterous and versatile piano soloist. 

The final work, Dennacha Dennehy’s To Herbert Brün (2001), offered the strongest meat of the evening. Scored for 
soprano, tenor trombone, tenor saxophone, double-bass and electronics, this homage to the Irish composer’s teacher 

requires the vocal soloist to emit a series of shrieks, urgent whispers, mutters, wails and moans. 
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There are clear jazz influences in Dennahy’s angular rhythms, free-form style and extended vocal and instrumental 

solos. Yet in the final section with its thunderous, widely spaced chords, unsettling colors and bleak, baleful expression, 

the music moves into a kind of electronic death-metal landscape, gaunt, powerful and chilling. 

Soprano Shaw tackled all the Berio-like vocal demands with daunting fire and commitment. Under the tight direction 

of Colnot, trombonist Charles Vernon, saxophonist Jeremy Ruthrauff, bassist Daniel Armstrong and Mason Bates 

working the boards, were equally full-blooded partners.  
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Mason Bates: Musical Transporter 
BY JEFF KALISS 

 
―I always try to encourage a balance in the way people look at what I’m doing,‖ says Mason Bates. That’s not as easy 

as it sounds, when you take a closer look at what this 34-year-old Guggenheim Fellow and recent UC  Berkeley Ph.D. 
recipient has been up to. He’s a composer currently engaged in residencies with the San Francisco and Chicago 

symphonies, and his Desert Transport just opened this year’s Cabrillo Festival of Contemporary Music. But he also 

appears as DJ Masonic, spinning and mixing electronica on turntables at late-night clubs and gala events from SOMA 
to Florida to Portugal. It’s that very same embodiment of 21st-century embrace of technology, combined with a lush, 

evocative approach to melody and orchestration evocative of older American composers from Virgil Thomson to 

Aaron Copland to John Williams, that makes Bates such an exciting and welcome worker in the new-music idiom. He 

spoke with SFCV from the home he shares with his wife, Jamie, in the Rockridge neighborhood of Oakland. 

It took a couple of calls for me to reach you. 

Well, I’m just working on this piece for Chicago, and I lost track of time. 

So tell me a bit about the piece. 

It’s called Alternative Energy, and it’s four movements in about 25 minutes, with each movement set about a hundred 

years apart. 

Will it involve electronics, as many of your pieces have, with you being on stage with a laptop? 

Primarily with the ―present-day‖ movement. I got some great samples from a particle accelerator outside Chicago, 

called Fermilab. And there’s a movement after that, with techno eruptions. I’m gonna do the premiere. But none of my 

pieces that have an electronic component really require my being there. Along with the rental of the sheet music comes 

a download link that has a little piece of software that can work on a laptop; and a percussionist, or the conductor, can 
just hit a few keys on the Mac, connected to a couple of speakers onstage. 

How do you score for electronics? 

I have a couple of single-line staves that run underneath the percussion section. If it’s rhythmic material, I’ll try to give 
a simplified version of it. But when it gets to be more atmospheric, such as earthquakes rumbling [in Music From 

Underground Spaces, 2008] or, in the case of the San Francisco Symphony piece [The B-Sides, 2009], some dialogue 

from a NASA recording, I find a way to slip that in over the stave, some dialogue appearing here and there, or a wavy 
line for the earthquakes. 

Can one become a virtuoso on the Mac? 

When you have a real acoustic instrument and you set it next to an electronic instrument, there’s no comparison in 

terms of the musical, technical, and virtuosic demands. But the part that I (or my counterpart in the percussion section, 
if I’m not there) has to deal with requires the same kind of precision any other percussionist might have, who might not 

have that much bass drum per piece, but has to get it right. The electronics work within the orchestra, like a section. 

Because it’s really not like a ―concerto for electronics,‖ ever; it’s music for an orchestra with a new element. 
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Have you gotten much in the way of verbal feedback from conductors and orchestra members? 

I’d be pretty tacky if I were patting myself on the back. 

Try to put your modesty aside. 

I’ll show up at the first rehearsal, and if it’s an orchestra I haven’t worked with, there’ll be a degree of skepticism. The 

thing that’s the most reassuring is, after a concert, to hear from the players and conductor that it all worked together, in 

the most organic way. The players almost always see that I love live orchestra and have worked for a long time to try 

and understand this beast. On YouTube, when you were talking about Mothership [premiered this year by Michael 
Tilson Thomas and the YouTube Symphony, in Sydney, Australia], you said you didn’t discover orchestral sounds in a 

symphonic context at first. 

At some point, probably in late middle school or early high school, I actually started to go to see the Richmond 
Symphony in Virginia, where I grew up. But before that happened, the orchestra was only something I heard on Pink 

Floyd or Moody Blues or Beatles albums. And it always captivated me — that kind of seamless fusion of orchestral 

and electronic elements, handled in a really interesting and sometimes psychedelic way. When I started to actually go 
to concerts, then it really became about the orchestra and the great pieces of music history and the composers. 

Did you start getting into DJ'ing when you went to New York to enroll in the Columbia–Juilliard program? 

That’s right; there wasn’t a lot of DJ'ing going on in Virginia. In New York, I actually bought a turntable, and my 

roommate, Eric Huebner (now a great new-music pianist), bought another one, and we started doing some mixing, and 
he said, ―Let’s go check out these spaces on the Lower East Side.‖ The club music had this driving, completely 

visceral, almost animal energy to it, but what I liked was the more abstract electonica coming out of the U.K., which 

was as interesting as any subgenre of jazz or rock. When you don’t have a vocal line giving you a melody and lyrics, 
the music elements of the pieces have to really step up. 

Did you get paid to DJ? 

That really didn’t happen till I came out here, in 2001, because my girlfriend (she’s now my wife), Jamie, was out here. 

The electronic scene out here had always been very strong, especially during the dot-com years, because there was just 
an incredible volume of parties and events happening. But what’s always been ironic to me is that I’ve always found 

the thing that best supported me was writing for orchestra. A fair amount of DJ'ing I do right now is related to Mercury 

Soul, basically large events that combine DJ'ed elements and classical performances, like a large party. We’ve done it 
in Miami at the New World Symphony’s new Frank Gehry–designed concert hall, and in Chicago at warehouses. And I 

just came back from Portugal, where it really felt like a dream gig: The orchestra in Porto was playing several of my 

symphonic pieces, and they have huge DJ parties on the plaza outside. So I had a great time; it was cool. I still do a 
monthly DJ residence in San Francisco, at a place called John Collins, a bar/lounge/club in the SOMA district. 

So can a DJ become a virtuoso? 

I think the turntables are certainly one of the most responsive electronic instruments there is. They create space, and it’s 

one of those things that’s a lot harder than it looks. It’s not only the choice of the music and the order it comes in, but 
there are these windows of time between the tracks, when you’re mixing them, and that takes a kind of virtuosity to get 

that right. I’ll often have live musicians play with me, including a great guy from the Bay Area who was with me at 

Juilliard, David Arend [aka Marsbassman], one of the best bassists I ever met. 

In your other career, you wrote Ode in 2001 as what you called ―a provocative prequel to Beethoven’s Ninth.‖ Tell us 

more. 

The ―Ode to Joy‖ is always looked to as a great expression of peace and brotherhood, when we need that 
communication. But it was written in the early 19th century, and since then there hasn’t been a lot of peace and 

brotherhood. When I wrote my Ode, which was around September 11th, I thought, Wouldn’t it be interesting to have 
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the Ode to Joy appear as if in a dream and, as the piece progresses, have it spin further and further out of control, as sort 

of a narrative on what happened to that hope? I’ve always been interested in taking a listener on both a musical and 

emotional journey, and I love it when a piece can work on different levels, like Desert Transport. 

Tell us more about that latest piece, whose West Coast Premiere just happened at Cabrillo. 

The chairman of the board of the Arizona Music Festival [which commissioned Desert Transport] said, ―I’ve got a 

friend who flies helicopters, and he’d love to take us on a trip to Sedona and show us these Indian cliff dwellings.‖ 

They were thinking it would be a great way to see the [Sonoran] desert, and I was thinking, The experience of being in 
a helicopter would be even more exciting. So the piece basically moves from an airport hangar, where it takes off with 

this series of accelerandi, and it becomes more and more about the vastness of the desert, moving away from the 

helicopter mechanistic element. It ultimately ends up at these Indian cliff dwellings, called Montezuma Castle, which 
have been there for, like, a thousand ears. I was floating in the helicopter and thinking, Long after this machine is scrap, 

these dwellings are still gonna be here. I started researching the music of the native peoples, and this Pima melody 

became part of the piece. 

How does it feel to have set up your own dwelling on the West Coast? 

I’m doing a residency called Project San Francisco, writing a new piece for next season for the Symphony, and it’s 

been wonderful working not only with them but with Michael [Tilson Thomas], in different contexts. I really do feel 

like part of the Symphony’s family. And I personally like living in Rockridge, because I can have the neighborhoody 
life that’s more like where I grew up in Virginia. But I can also be in San Francisco in 20 minutes for a DJ gig.  
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Riccardo Muti’s youthful leanings emerge 
BY ANDREW PATNER 

 
Riccardo Muti brings his spring residency and first season as music director of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra to a 

vigorous close this week with programs that show several of his many and unusual sides. 

Even with some abbreviations and program juggling following health problems that appear to be behind the otherwise 

youthful-seeming conductor, Chicago players and audiences have learned a number of important things about Muti. He 

takes every score with almost extreme seriousness, whether a world premiere (even one with electronics), an 
acknowledged masterpiece or a work from the past that he believes is unjustly neglected. Careful study, focused 

rehearsals and both precision and passion in performance follow. 

Muti also finds beautiful sound even in less than beautiful works. Although some critics of his roles with prior 

orchestras claimed that he was looking for one specific “Muti” sound, I have not found that to be the case. He wants his 
players to bring the same level of focus and care that he offers as a model, but he does not sacrifice strengths of 

particular sections or individuals. 

And his varied repertoire includes some unusual pieces that he is determined to cycle through at least once with each 
orchestra he has led for a long period. 

This week’s concerts offer evidence of all of these aspects. As he did with his first commissioned work last week, 

“Danza Petrificada” by Bernard Rands, Muti approached the 2009 “The B-Sides” by CSO Mead composer-in-residence 
Mason Bates with the attention and intensity that he brings to a Verdi opera or choral work. Coming to many of the 

young composer’s references and tools — house music, a laptop, techno grooves, lounge atmospheres — Muti brought 

the piece to life as if it were his own heart’s desire. And for 20-plus minutes, it was. 

Bates, 34, is one of the few composers out there who can pull acoustic and electronic instruments and sound worlds 
into an integrated and original whole. He hears harmonies and understands the complexities of orchestration and 

instrumentation that elude most others who try to incorporate pop influences. The West African djembe drum and 

rhythms in the acoustical-only second movement, “Aerosol Melody (Hanalei),” and the click-clicking of a typewriter in 
the background of the fourth movement, also laptop-free, “Temescal Noir,” actually reinforced Bates’ achievements 

with the three computer- and tape-supplemented movements. Muti wanted to try something new to him — as well as to 

the orchestra and audience — when he appointed Bates and Anna Clyne, 30, to the resident composer spots. Judging 
from the tremendous ovation from offstage and on, he’s on to something. 

What’s left to say about Yo-Yo Ma in the Schumann Cello Concerto, or any other repertoire staple? Technical 

command, purity of tone, generosity of spirit all remain there after decades before the public. (His commitment beyond 

the showpieces has him taking a leadership role with the CSO in youth and education programs. He and Muti will host 
the culmination of their Youth in Music Festival with a free program on Sunday at noon at Orchestra Hall.) What could 

be singled out here was the way that Muti, concertmaster Robert Chen and principal cello John Sharp were all able to 

take things down in volume to create the sounds and mood of chamber music. 

As on Tuesday, when Muti led the season’s one performance of Hindemith’s 1940 Symphony in E-flat, Muti also is 

including another of the rarities he champions and which he will take on tour with the orchestra to Europe in late 
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summer, “Aus Italien” (“From Italy”). It’s an early, 1886 sprawling work of Richard Strauss. With the exception of 

performances by Erich Leinsdorf 25 years ago, the work never became a part of the downtown repertoire after the early 

20th century. Unlike the mid-career Hindemith, which is strange and bulky and sounds like a pedagogical assignment 
for a counterpoint teacher, “Aus Italien” at least points to the great music that Strauss would soon start pouring out for 

more than 60 years. A sort of “What a Bavarian Student Saw on His Summer Vacation,” this wide-eyed response to 

Italy has wonderful technical accomplishments, a beautiful prelude and a raucous brass-embellished ending that Muti 

drove to a fare-thee-well. (Strauss thought that Denza’s popular “Funiculi, Funicula” was a “well-known Neapolitan 
folk song.”) 

Muti returns in September with music of Ibert, Tchaikovsky, his mentor Nino Rota, Liszt, and another strange German 

work, this time by Wagner. He will surely make them thrilling and more beautiful than we might expect. All that, and a 
bag of chips.  
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CSO composer Mason Bates a disc jockey by night 
BY ANDREW PATNER 

 

He listens to Poulenc piano pieces and Pink Floyd, George Gershwin and the German electronica duo Mouse on Mars. 

He studied music at Juilliard with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra‟s first composer-in-residence, John Corigliano, 

and literature at Columbia University with the late New York School poet of exuberance, Kenneth Koch. 

A composer by day and a DJ by night, Mason Bates, 34, is now one of two CSO Mead composers-in-residence and co-
curator of the CSO‟s MusicNOW series. In March, his piece “Mothership (Remix)” was viewed live by millions of 

people worldwide when Michael Tilson Thomas led it with the YouTube Symphony Orchestra from Australia‟s 

Sydney Opera House. 

This week Bates will be putting on his university-trained and techno-experienced hats for his first collaboration with 

music director Riccardo Muti on CSO concerts. With MusicNOW, Bates also will bring one of his “Mercury Soul” 

evenings to the Redmoon Theater space Friday night. 

When Muti, seen by many as one of the last of the great traditionalists, took the CSO job, he wanted to use the Mead 
composers program to shake things up. He had never heard of Bates, or the other artist he ultimately selected, Anna 

Clyne, now 30, before he started examining scores they had submitted. 

“I‟ll be honest,” Bates said. “When I first was invited to talk with [Muti], I was not expecting that he would have fully 
studied and learned — without having ever heard — a piece of mine with the name „Liquid Interface.‟ He‟s 

astounding.” 

Bates and Muti, who turns 70 this summer, and is not known for following popular musical styles or electronics, 
clicked immediately. The Bates piece the CSO is performing this week is “The B-Sides.” Commissioned by Michael 

Tilson Thomas for the San Francisco Symphony, which premiered it in 2009, it‟s an off-kilter dance suite that drops 

into five surreal landscapes and pays tribute to Chicago and Detroit club music traditions. “Maestro Muti looked at my 

score, which calls for a full orchestra and electronics, and lasts 20, 25 minutes, the way he looks at any other piece, 
with incredible concentration and analysis.” 

Muti was frank with Bates. “There‟s a section that I think of as the easiest to perform because so many people have 

incorporated so many of the types of rhythms in dance music into their minds and bodies and vocabularies. And Muti 
said to me when we were preparing for the first rehearsals this week, „I think this is the hardest section!‟ But somehow 

he just zeroed in on the phrasing and made all of it start clicking.” 

“The B-Sides” is the opener in a CSO program with a Strauss tone poem and Schumann‟s Cello Concerto with soloist 

Yo-Yo Ma. For “Mercury Soul,” Bates is joined by Clyne and CSO members, along with his regular collaborators, 
conductor Benjamin Schwartz and designer Anne Patterson as well as additional guest DJs. “We‟re creating a different 

environment for making and listening to music. 

“It‟s all about expanding conceptions, of the orchestra, of types of music, of performance space. It‟s going to be an 
interesting week.”   
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Bates, Clyne bringing fresh vibe to CSO's new music series 
BY JOHN VON RHEIN 

 

Their personalities could not be less alike. He's talkative and outgoing, a hip, freewheeling musician who's perfectly at 
home whether he's talking Boulez or playing DJ in a San Francisco rock club. She's shy and serious, speaks in a soft 

British accent and is known around Symphony Center for the colorful knit caps she's given to wearing. 

Riccardo Muti chose Mason Bates and Anna Clyne as the current Chicago Symphony Orchestra resident composers 
because both are, in his view, gifted young composers whose works breathe an accessibility and vitality all their own. 

Just as important, they are in synch with the eclectic spirit of contemporary classical music. 

Each composer has written a new piece on commission from the CSO that is to receive its world premiere as part of the 
season's final MusicNOW concert Monday night at the Harris Theater for Music and Dance. 

Bates' opus is "Stereo is King," for three percussionists and electronics. Clyne's work is "Spangled Unicorn," for a 10-

member brass ensemble and optional electronic tape. They will share the program with scores by Kaija Saariaho 

("Graal Theatre," a concerto for violin and string ensemble, with CSO assistant concertmaster Yuan-Qing Yu as 
soloist) and Nathan Davis ("Like Sweet Bells Jangled"). Pablo Heras-Casado will conduct. 

Both Bates and Clyne tailored their pieces to the particular musical personalities of the CSO members who will be 

performing their music – in the case of "Stereo is King," CSO percussion virtuosa Cynthia Yeh. 

"Cynthia is an amazing player, just so musical in addition to being so precise," says Bates. Per the title, "the piece is a 

lot of back and forth across the stage between Cynthia, who's playing marimba most of the time, a 'shadow' 

percussionist playing a set of Thai gongs and a third player who supports them. 

"One of the reasons I wanted to compose the piece, in addition to writing for Cynthia, was that I have never really 

approached the kind of out-of-tune world you can get in percussion. You can really leave the world of notes behind and 

focus more on textures. That was a challenge for me to write." 

Clyne drew her inspiration for "Spangled Unicorn" from the big sound and style of the CSO's fabled brass choir, whose 
members she has gotten to know well during the six months she has been attending rehearsals and concerts at Orchestra 

Hall. 

"Mason and I are lucky that for the MusicNOW commissions we were able to choose our instrumentation," the 
composer explains. "With this legendary brass section, it made absolute sense to give it a shot. I've met with the 

musicians just to make sure everything is playable, so they have been an integral part of the (compositional) process." 

Bates' music is literally all over the map. On Sunday, his recent orchestral work "Mothership" will be streamed over the 

Web in a live performance by the YouTube Symphony Orchestra 2011 from the Sydney Opera House in Australia. 
Muti is to conduct the Chicago premiere of Bates' "The B-Sides, Five Pieces for Orchestra and Electronica," at 

subscription programs in May. He and Clyne also are working on new CSO-commissioned works to be premiered here 

in February and which Muti and the orchestra plan to take on a winter tour to California.  
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Mason Bates: Electronica, Meet Orchestra 
 

Mason Bates lives in two musical worlds. In one, he spends his nights playing some of the most world's most exclusive 

dance clubs. In the other, he creates pieces as the composer-in-residence for the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. 

"I never thought of these two things as compatible when I started getting interested in DJing about 10 years ago," Bates 
tells Weekend All Things Considered host Guy Raz. "I would keep these two lives pretty separate — I would write a 

piece for the Phoenix symphony and then I would go and DJ for a few hours in San Francisco." 

Bates says it took a while for him to realize how the two genres could be integrated. "It was a real revelation," he says. 
His album Digital Loom, released in 2009, combines the two genres. 

The opening track, "Blues 7," is an impressive hodgepodge: Hip-hop beats float under watery piano sounds and 12-

string guitar samples. 

"It's probably a little more abstract than the music I would spin at the top of a night at a club somewhere," Bates says. 
"But it's absolutely out of the world of electronica." 

Bates says that classical fans have put up the most resistance to what he's doing, but that in general, people have been 

receptive to the cross-pollination of classical and electronic music. 

"I've found that there's a remarkable amount of curiosity across these two worlds," Bates says. "There might be an 

image of the classical patron as someone who is fairly distrustful of pop music," he says, but he maintains that classical 

audiences can be converted: "They're open-minded if something works." 

In a few weeks, about 100 musicians from 30 countries will perform Bates' composition Mothership at the Sydney 

Opera House. YouTube organized the event, having expressed the desire to present a new piece of music that focused 

on improvisation. 

"It's very difficult to do much on the level of improv with an orchestra," Bates says. "What you hear in the piece is this 
orchestra humming along, and during several moments in the piece, it kind of downshifts and lets in the soloist. They 

groove over the orchestra, and then they go deeper into space, I suppose." 

You can watch the grand finale of the YouTube Symphony Orchestra 2011 live from the Sydney Opera House, 
featuring Mason Bates' composition Mothership, on March 20 at 8 p.m. ET.  
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In Chicago, MusicNOW 
BY WYNNE DELACOMA 

 
Riccardo Muti is home in Italy being treated for a gastrointestinal ailment that befell him last Saturday and abruptly cut 

short his fall residency as the Chicago Symphony Orchestra’s new music director. But his influence was palpable 

Monday night in the Harris Theater as the CSO opened a bracing new season of its MusicNOW contemporary chamber 

music series. 

The MusicNOW programs are being organized this year by the orchestra’s newest composers in residence: Anna Clyne 

and Mason Bates. Muti chose the two—Clyne, a Brit; Bates, an American, both in their early 30s—in part because he 

wants Chicago audiences to hear what a younger generation of classically trained composers is up to. That Clyne and 

Bates, like many young composers, use electronic effects as readily as violins or kettle drums in their scores fazes him 

not in the least. What interests him, Muti has said, is well-crafted, deeply felt music. Monday’s program offered that 

and more.  
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Chanticleer: Out of This World 
BY JOSEPH SARGENT 

Chanticleer’s concerts often take on wide swaths of musical history, and the ensemble’s opening concert of its 
2010/2011 season, “Out of This World!” is no exception. The celestial-themed program, presented Sept. 17-26 

throughout the Bay Area, gathers together a far-flung repertory drawn from the Italian Renaissance, German Romantic, 

and American modern eras. 

Floating among the stelle and Sterne are two premieres — Mason Bates’ Observer in the Magellanic Cloud and Erika 
Lloyd’s Cells Planets — that offer a special breed of eclecticism. Bates, a Berkeley composer of classical/electronic 

music, as well as a disc jockey, infuses into his piece images of clouds, satellites, and the voices of ancient Maoris, an 

indigenous Polynesian population of New Zealand. Lloyd’s piece, meanwhile, draws on the sounds of her indie band, 
Little Grey Girlfriend, for a distinctive choral/rock fusion. 

Not surprisingly, Bates’ piece makes some unusual demands on Chanticleer’s dozen male singers. An entry on the 

group’s blog notes, “A lot of discussion was had about the right sound for the satellite’s beeps — finding a vowel for it 

that isn’t like a Maori vowel or a regular a e i o u vowel.” Trial and error was evidently part of the work process; the 
blog continues, “Adam [Ward, an alto] came up with one which we thought sounded more like a submarine than a 

satellite. We’ll be experimenting for a while.” 

Chanticleer has a solid working relationship with Bates, having recently recorded excerpts from his Sirens (which 
Bates composed for the group in 2008) and programming another piece later in the year. This familiarity has bred 

content, as observed in another blog entry: “[Bates] really enjoyed writing for us — this time knowing exactly how 

everybody sounds … and being able to write music in 12 parts knowing that we will sort it out and make a fabulous  
texture of it. We hope we do.” 

Lloyd’s piece blends indie cred with her classical chops, which include a bachelor’s degree in early music vocal 

performance from Indiana University. “I think because of that, there was an aesthetic to begin with that had the 

recognizable potential for a more complex, choral version,” she says of the original rock song. As for the choral 
arrangement, by Vince Peterson, founder and director of Choral Chameleon, she enthuses, “He knows Little Grey 

Girlfriend’s music by heart and I bet had some of these musical ideas in his head even before the prospect of arranging 

it for Chanticleer came along. … He added a lot of movement and texture, built on some of the chords, and added a 
dash of his signature cross-genre style.” 

Lloyd’s own career resonates with Chanticleer’s all-encompassing aesthetic. “As a freelance musician, I have to be as 

versatile as possible to get by, but I really think it’s all one and the same, anyway,” she says. “Modern technology has 
made hundreds of years of music instantly accessible. Because this new generation of songwriters and performers has 

such a huge range of global influences, they are naturally incorporating it into cross-genre work. I like being a part of 

that. Especially in regards to an instrument as old as the human voice, not much has changed. We’re certainly singing 

for the same reasons and about the same emotions. The Pixies really aren’t that far off from 11th-century troubadours.”  
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Lively new music scene gets livelier with arrival of CSO's young 

resident composers 
BY JOHN VON RHEIN 

 
Hopes are running high following Riccardo Muti's appointment of Mason Bates and Anna Clyne, two of the freshest 

and most compelling voices of their generation, as the new composers in residence at the Chicago Symphony 

Orchestra. 

Their two-year terms, which begin this fall, promise to kick up the excitement quotient in Chicago's new music scene in 

ways that should engage listeners not usually drawn to contemporary classical works. 

Bates, 33, is a Virginia-born, Guggenheim Fellowship winner who lives in San Francisco and works part-time in area 

clubs as a hip-hop underground DJ known as "Masonic." I can't wait to hear him cut loose on electronic drum pad and 

laptop in the first Chicago performances of his frisky "The B-Sides," which the CSO will perform under Muti's 

direction in May. 

Clyne, 30, is a Brit based in Brooklyn whose luminous, absorbing music also finds inspiration in partnerships with 

cutting-edge choreographers, musicians, film-makers and visual artists. Her depiction of an American nocturnal 

cityscape, "rewind," is to receive its CSO premiere in February, three months before Muti and the orchestra take the 

piece to New York's Carnegie Hall. 

As curators and hosts of the CSO's contemporary series, MusicNOW, Bates and Clyne have put together a series of 

programs for 2010-11 that reflect not only their own eclectic, multi-media embrace but also the barrier-crossing energy 

of today's new music scene in general. The performers again comprise members of the CSO under the series' principal 

conductor, Cliff Colnot, plus a new-music ensemble from Germany. 

All concerts will take place at 7 p.m. Mondays at the Harris Theater for Music and Dance in Millennium Park. Here is 

the schedule: 

Oct. 4. Bates' "Digital Loom" (for pipe organ and electronics) and Clyne's "Steelworks" (prerecorded tape, percussion, 

flute and clarinet) share the program with works by Mexican composers Enrico Chapela and Ana Lara, and Chicago 

composer Marcos Balter. 

Dec. 13. New music by Derek Bermel (his part-notated, part-improvised "Three Rivers"), Paola Prestini ("Spell," for 

clarinet, cello and percussion), Edmund Campion ("Corail," for saxophone and electronics) and Jason Eckardt 

("Tangled Loops," for soprano sax and piano) frames Steven Mackey's virtuosic "Micro-Concerto" for solo 

percussionist and five instruments. 

Jan. 31. The German electronics duo Mouse on Mars joins CSO musicians under conductor Andre de Ridder for 

Argentinian composer Martin Matalon's "A Cat's Seven Lives," a "cinema counterpoint" to the classic Luis Bunuel-

Salvador Dali silent, "Un Chien andalou." The 1929 film will be accompanied by an eight-member ensemble and tape. 

March 21. The season finale includes the premieres of new Bates and Clyne works commissioned by MusicNOW, plus 

recent pieces by Kaija Saariaho and Nathan Davis. 
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Series subscriptions are $60 for general admission, $20 for students; phone 312-294-3000, cso.org. Single tickets for all 

2010-11 CSO and Symphony Center Presents events go on sale Aug. 13 at the Symphony Center box office, 220 S. 

Michigan Ave. 

Sharps and flats 

Tickets are still available for Chicago Opera Theater's second annual Opera Cruise on Lake Michigan. Boarding begins 

at 5:30 p.m. Aug. 12 at Navy Pier. Included is an open bar, a raffle and entertainment by singers Nancy Gustafson and 

Paul La Rosa. Tickets are $60-$100; 312-704-8414, chicagooperatheater.org. 

In other COT news, Verdi's "Giovanna d'Arco" has won the company's People's Opera contest. COT will present the 

Chicago premiere during its 2012-13 season to herald the 2013 Verdi bicentenary. "Giovanna" nudged out two other 

rarely-heard Verdi works, "I Masnadieri" (second place) and "I due Foscari" (third place) in the fund-raiser, which 

netted more than $32,000.  
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Davies Symphony Hall: the coolest place in town last week 
BY RICK MARIANETTI 

 
Yuja Wang's Friday afternoon tweet places her in Marin's Muir Woods, 11 miles north of the Golden Gate Bridge. 

Maybe the woods provided some inspiration. 

 

The Symphony's program was an inspired work of art in itself: Sibelius' Symphony No. 4 in A minor (1911), Mason 

Bates' world premier of The B-Sides (2009), and Prokofiev's Piano Concerto No. 2 in G minor (1924). 

 

The Sibelius Symphony sounded like it could have been written anytime in the last 50 years, a film noir sound track for 

the twentieth century--or the beginning of the twenty first: foreboding, disturbing, despairing, meandering into 

darkness. 

 

In the fourth movement, a jarringly incongruent glockenspiel sounds like Little Red Riding Hood lost in the bad part of 

town at three in the morning. At one point, the buzz of a deep, sneering brass note seems to chase the cheery orchestra 
bells right out of the hall. 

 

Then came Bates' world premier, whose percussion-driven electronica/drum & bass driven B-sides ironically had more 

in common with Beethoven's triumphant Ninth Symphony than Sibelius' Fourth composed 100 years ago. 

In conversation with Michael Tilson Thomas before Saturday's performance, Bates' (aka DJ "Masonic") explained that 

he liked shifting genres (composing for a live orchestra) because of the "actual sound, of humans together...like a flock 

of birds in sync." 
 

While Bates said Karlheinz Stockhausen's approach to electronic music was over-controlled, he enjoys electronica, 

although "sometimes it's nice to go away" and embrace acoustic instrumentation. 

 

The program ended with Prokofiev, and the 22 year-old Yuja Wang showed her growing reputation is definitely not the 

product of PR hype. Piano Concerto No. 2 is almost as much an athletic as musical performance -- the 5-minute 

virtuoso cadenza of the first movement; a seemingly endless blizzard of 16th notes of the second; the swirling 
arpeggios, acciaccaturas, and swings in dynamics of the third; the frantic tirade of chords up and down the keyboard in 

the fourth... It was as if only the sturdy, persistent structure of the orchestra kept the tornado at the front of the stage 

from taking the whole house down. 
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And when it was over, the audience erupted like the home-town crowd, having chronically teetered on the precipice of 

defeat, like Bobby Thompson's "Shot heard 'round the world." 

 

In another universe, Wang is as famous and respected among her peers as Hannah Montana. For three nights last week, 

Davies Hall was the coolest place to be in the Bay Area. 
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Aerosol melodies 
BY MARKE B. 

 
Mason Bates straddles the electronic-classical divide with The B-Sides 

 

Ah, Le Poisson Rouge — how I yearn for you. The edgy New York City club and performance space has become a 

golden nexus for the current rich collision of the indie, electronic, and contemporary classical worlds. Zing go the 

avant-garde, filter-bent strings in the Bay often enough, of course, especially through the out-there provenance of 
sfSound (www.sfsound.org), the biannual Soundwave Series (www.projectsoundwave.com), and Berkeley's Center for 

New Music and Audio Technologies (cnmat.berkeley.edu). But it took last August's sold out Herbst Theater one-off by 

Wordless Music, the Poisson-based org that brings big indie names to the new music stage, to finally hold SF's flannel-

clad fixie pixie population enraptured by the freakier side of symphonica, with the white-noise-drenched West Coast 
premiere of "Popcorn Superhet Receiver" by Radiohead's Jonny Greenwood and soul-loosening pieces by Bay boys 

Fred Frith ("Save As") and Mason Bates ("Icarian Rhapsody"). 

 

It's been a massive year for 32-year-old Virginia native Bates, who told me over the phone that he moved from NYC to 

North Oakland four years ago because he "wanted a house and a short commute to a great city." In March the Julliard 

grad debuted a six-movement work, Sirens, commissioned by local vocal greats Chanticleer, right after he wrapped up 

a three-season young-composer-in-residence program with the California Symphony. Perhaps his biggest break came 
last month, when the YouTube Symphony Orchestra, assembled via audition vids and led by San Francisco Symphony 

conductor Michael Tilson Thomas, made its debut at Carnegie Hall, playing a portion of Bates' latest orchestral suite, 

The B-Sides. Like many other professional cynics, I had my nails sharpened and painted Jungle Red for this dreadful-
seeming Internet marketing buzz-blast, but the inclusion of Bates' forward-thinking work helped rescue the affair from 

maudlin crowd-pleasing. 

 

Speaking of gimmicks, here's what many perceive as Bates': he plays a laptop onstage with the orchestra. Good 

heavens! Mere gimmickry's a sad assumption — sure enough, his YouTube gig has reignited that tired technology vs. 

"true" classical debate that has periodically raged ever since the theremin took the Paris Opera stage in 1927. But Bates, 

who has toured clubs in his DJ Masonic guise for years, rises above all that with a deep knowledge of dance music 
history, which itself claims a long and fruitful entanglement with contemporary classical, and a mission of sonic 

integration. 

 

"The laptop is a piece of the enterprise, a means of augmenting the texture of an orchestral arrangement and adding a 

richness that evokes new sonic landscapes," says Bates, who considers his keyboard a "specialized extension of the 

percussion family." As for snap judgments about technology, "it actually goes both ways," he says. "Of course, some 
traditional symphony-goers can't really go there. But it's important for people from the club world to know that I'm not 

just orchestrating techno" — like the Balanescu Quartet's version of Kraftwerk or the Williams Fairey Brass Band's 
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take on acid house. "I'm not Richie Hawtin for woodwinds and booming tubas. I'm coming from a more ambient, 

electronica place — I'm always aware that I'm playing off something while delving into unique textures and expanded 

sonari." 

 

The B-Sides, which will have its full debut for three nights with the San Francisco Symphony at Davies Symphony 

Hall, consists of five movements inspired by archetypal ambient moods — from the buzzing insects and tropical 

evocations of "Aerosol Melody Hanalei" to astronautical voice transmissions and blankets of static in "Gemini and the 
Solar Winds." "Wharehouse Medicine," which the YouTube Symphony debuted, is like a nifty bit of Leonard Bernstein 

pumped up with chattering clicks and back-ear bass that energetically summons up the chillout rooms of yore. If it 

seems odd that Bates references vinyl in his title, while combining laptop rumination and live orchestration, don't sweat 
it. "I was thinking back to the experimental freedom that B-sides once afforded to groups like Pink Floyd — surgical 

strikes into trippy terrain." 

 

Bates will also be bringing his outstanding Mercury Soul project (www.mercurysoul.org), conceived with conductor 

Benjamin Shwartz and visual artist Anne Patterson, to Davies after the May 22 symphony performance and to 

Mezzanine (www.mezzaninesf.com) on May 28. Mercury Soul "is almost a negative image of what I do with an 

orchestra," Bates says, "where I DJ and we create a club atmosphere interspersed with live performances of 
contemporary works by the likes of Steve Reich and John Luther Adams." 

 

"Look, I know a laptop is never going to be as expressive as a fiddle," Bates says, a twang of his Virginian upbringing 
coming through. "And a CD installation pack may never rival the power of a written score. But if I can expand and 

screw around with orchestral space that way, then it definitely meets my intent." 
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When Worlds Collide, and Boundaries Fall  
BY BRETT CAMPBELL 

 
Mason Bates has a secret life. The Bay Area composer has a Juilliard pedigree, a Rome Prize and a Berlin Prize, and is 

currently composer in residence for the California Symphony. He's performed his work with the Atlanta and Phoenix 
symphonies, and locally been performed by the Cabrillo Festival, Oakland East Bay Symphony, and the San Francisco 

Contemporary Music Players. The National Symphony will play a piece of his at Carnegie Hall in February. 

But by night, Bates, 30, maintains an alter ego as DJ Masonic, spinning techno records and creating a blend of down-
tempo hip-hop, trip-hop, French house, and funk, says the “electronica” section of his bifurcated Web site, at venues in 

Rome, Berlin, and San Francisco, including nightclubs, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, and the Berkeley 

Art Museum. 

 

Now, Bates’ twin identities are starting to merge. In 2003, Bates received a commission from the Los Angeles 

Philharmonic and decided to include some musical, rhythmic, and other elements from the intense styles of electronic-

instrument-based dance music lumped together as electronica. “Ever since, I’ve been passionate about bringing these 
two worlds together,” he says. 

 

That fusion will manifest itself in San Francisco on Friday, when Bates, in his Masonic persona, joins San Francisco 

Symphony Resident Conductor Benjamin Shwartz and a passel of some of the city’s top classical musicians at the hip 
South of Market club Mezzanine for a concert titled "Mercury Soul." Shwartz will conduct works by 20th-century 

avant-garde legends like György Ligeti, Anton Webern, and James Tenney, as well as new music by such acclaimed 

contemporary composers as Donnacha Dennehy and Bates himself. (You can sample Bates' compositions Digital Loom 
and Icarian Rhapsody at his Web site.) 

 

Punctuating those orchestral works will be sets of electronic music deejayed by Masonic and performed by the duo 
Masonic&MarsBassMan. The evening will also be a visual spectacle, featuring installations and lighting by renowned 

set designer Anne Patterson, and will conclude with a dance party. It should be a fascinating experiment in crossing 

outmoded musical and cultural boundaries. “Hopefully we’ll introduce a whole new audience to classical music,” 

Shwartz says. 

Changing Spaces 

The seeds of this performance germinated in Berlin three years ago, when Bates and members of the Berlin 

Philharmonic performed his electronica and chamber music in a small club. But that show, like last month’s ambitious 
"Rewind" concert, involving Bates and the New Century Chamber Orchestra, still presented the old-fashioned setup of 

listeners watching musicians play onstage. 
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Bates decided that a nightclub setting could enhance the experience for modern audiences who’ve grown up in an 

intensely visual, boundary-blurring media and entertainment environment. Around the same time, he met Patterson, 

who’s worked with the Philadelphia Orchestra, Brooklyn Philharmonic, and other symphonies, and realized that she’d 
be an ideal partner to create that immersive visual element. 

 

“Lots of people who do classical visuals don’t understand that there’s enough information flying at you already in the 

notes, and that you don’t have to overload the audience” with visual information, as well, Bates says, describing 
Patterson’s work as “beautiful and organic.” The pair presented a proposal to the Craig Capital Foundation, which 

primarily funds visual arts projects, but which leapt to support a synthesis of classical music and the visual arts in a 

club. 

 

Shortly after receiving the grant, Bates met Shwartz, who also appreciated the sophisticated musical techniques of 

electronica artists such as Aphex Twin, Mouse on Mars, and San Francisco’s own Matmos. They realized that a 
capacious club like Mezzanine, where Bates — or rather, DJ Masonic — spun records and which can hold 1,000 

people, would afford them the space to present not just chamber music but even chamber orchestra repertoire. It also 

boasts platforms that will be occupied this time not by go-go dancers but instead by a classical percussion quartet. 

Reaching New Audiences 

Experiments like "Rewind" and "Mercury Soul" are happening at a moment of transition for classical and postclassical 

music. From condescending “crossovers,” featuring pop singers backed by reluctant orchestras, to rock-star-written 

symphonic works, to various marketing ploys designed to draw pre-AARP audiences to classical concerts, the 
landscape is littered with failed attempts to update and modernize classical music. Mercury Soul is different, a 

conscientious effort to rescue serious contemporary postclassical music from the tiny college recital halls in which it’s 

typically ghettoized, and instead to bring it to a broader audience of adventurous music lovers. 

 

“The mission is not just to present contemporary classical music in a more casual and fluid environment,” Bates 

explains, “but also to reach out and get a lot of people who might not ever hear that music to go out and experience it.” 

So it makes sense to bring the music where those audiences already go, such as clubs like Mezzanine. “Most people my 
age are not used to sitting down in a huge concert hall for two hours with their hands politely folded over their laps,” 

says Shwartz, who’s 27. “We’re hoping to take this music to a place where people our age are used to listening to 

music.” 

 

While musicians like cellist Matt Haimovitz are successfully taking music from the Baroque and Classical periods to 

rock clubs, Bates didn’t want to play older music at Mezzanine. Instead, he wanted to present what some people now 

call "postclassical" music, which is loosely defined as composed music that incorporates elements of classical structure 
and instrumentation through relatively unconventional means. Think Steve Reich, John Cage, and other composers 

from the preceding two or three generations. 

 

Bates also wanted music that had some connection to the electronica that would be sharing the stage. The assumption is 

that contemporary electronica composers and their audiences have a lot more in common with recent classical-tradition 

composers than with pre-Industrial Age figures. “This isn’t Couperin or Bach — it’s Ligeti and Nancarrow,” Bates 
says, “stuff that has the textural and rhythmic focus that I think electronica ears are primed for.” Shwartz notes that 
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Nancarrow, who had to use player pianos to achieve the complex rhythms he sought, would likely be using computers 

if he were a young composer today. 

 

Can Bates imagine listeners dancing to Nancarrow? “Maybe,” he muses. “I could see people, after the classical part of 

the show ends, really busting out.” 

 

While the concert is primarily designed to attract new and more diverse audiences to classical music, Shwartz 
maintains that there’s plenty to appeal to the mainstream classical music audience, as well. “I think the more active and 

interested and open-minded members of the classical crowd who are interested not just in new music but also in new 

concepts of presenting music will have a really good time,” he says. 

 

It’s also no accident that he and Bates programmed relatively short pieces for their contemporary classical sets. The 

decision is perhaps a concession to the intended audience's unfamiliarity with the works, or to ears attuned to the under-
10-minute musical cycles of pop music. And if listeners don’t like a particular piece, “they can talk to their friends, go 

buy a beer, go outside and smoke a cigarette,” Shwartz explains. “Being a music lover myself, there’s been moments 

when I wanted to get out of the concert hall. I don’t think people are going to be running out of the club. But just the 

knowledge that you’re not actually stuck there is liberating.” 

Easing Transitions 

To avoid aesthetic whiplash from wrenching shifts between wildly varied musical styles, Bates, like any good DJ, has 

devoted careful attention to managing the transitions. At a techno concert or down-tempo club, “you might be talking to 
your friends half the time but you’re still listening a lot,” he says. “But that’s not the way you hear classical music. If 

you just show up and start fiddling away on a violin without any kind of preparation, it’s hard to grab people. We want 

to guide the listener through that change. One way to get from one to the next is to have the beats become more 

ambient and more abstract.” 

 

Patterson will also supply lighting cues that subconsciously suggest to the audience that a change is about to come. 

Several of the postclassical pieces, including those by Dennehy and Bates, have electronic elements themselves. And 
Bates has composed some short, approximately three-minute pieces he calls “Mercury Interludes” that the orchestra 

will play over the beats he’s laying down from the DJ platform. The orchestral sounds will gradually increase in 

prominence as the beats fade. 

 

Finally, the concert does sport a kind of fusion: the premiere of Bates’ Seismology, an orchestral piece that incorporates 

the electronically modified sounds of earthquake recordings from the Berkeley Seismology Lab. In trying to merge his 

two worlds while avoiding the pitfalls of crossover music, Bates has learned an important lesson from predecessors like 
George Gershwin. “You can’t have an uninteresting techno track, and then orchestrate it, and then that’s that," he says. 

"It’s got to be a new thing — a new kind of creature. It has to be some creature that inhabits both of those spaces.” 

 

In a way, the transitions that will happen at Mezzanine mirror the way so many of us experience music in the 21st 

century. "Mercury Soul" — which Bates envisions happening once or twice a year — is one of many experiments in 

changing the way we’ll be listening to creative music in this ever morphing era. The walls are coming down all over the 
musical landscape just as they are between national economies and cultures. 
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As evidence you need only look at three more examples of the genre-busting trend coming up in the Bay Area: the 

Bang on a Can marathon on Feb. 9 at Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco; the Other Minds Festival 
March 6-8 at the Jewish Community Center in San Francisco; and the Adorno Ensemble's multisensory event Feb. 7 at 

the Varnish Fine Art and Wine Bar in San Francisco; among others. (See Listening Ahead for more details.) 

 

Music critics including Greg Sandow and The New Yorker's Alex Ross (see SFCV's feature article) have noted the 
overlap between audiences for exploratory rock, jazz, and other so-called “popular music” (such as Frank Zappa, Björk, 

Radiohead, and even the studio-era Beatles and Pink Floyd), and those who cruise the edges of contemporary classical 

and postclassical music. The sell-out crowds at events such as Wordless Music in New York (featuring John Adams, 
Gavin Bryars, and Radiohead’s Jonny Greenwood) and elsewhere seem to demonstrate that if only music lovers with 

adventurous ears can be exposed to contemporary classical sounds — in new ways that interest them and not 

necessarily in the old ways classical music presenters desperately want them to — they’ll groove to them, as well. 

 

Perhaps someday wide-ranging composers won’t need alter egos to fully realize the scope of their musical ambitions. If 

the day ever comes when those narrow categories that segregate audiences and limit musicians finally collapse into 

irrelevance, maybe events such as "Mercury Soul" will be viewed in retrospect as the first breaches of the barriers. 
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Mason Bates, or someone like
him, was bound to appear sooner or later.
Bates is a fast-rising young composer of
orchestral music, and also a deejay. In the
latter guise, he performs at electronica clubs
under the nom-de-laptop DJ Masonic. His

electronica has a quasi-classical fluidity, and
in his orchestra music, he performs on lap-
top computer and drum pads as a soloist,
eliciting much the same kind of noise
grooves that he uses as a deejay. Many artists
in one of these worlds have dabbled in the

other. But Bates is the first to carry on two
careers in tandem, and win credibility in
both arenas.

As I say, it was only a matter of time.
Throughout the 1970s, the pop, classical,
and jazz worlds were meticulously distinct.
Musicians who were trained in more than
one field knew not to mix. In the 1980s
that all changed. Punk guitarists started
working with minimalist drones, classical
composers played rock clubs, symphonies
for electric guitars appeared. The crossovers
were sometimes amateurish. When the pop
audience was impressed, the classical fans
generally weren’t, and vice versa. But even-
tually, someone was bound to grow up so
immersed in genre-mixing that they would
get both sides of the equation right.

Bates has. Born in 1977, he never knew
a world in which playing pop disqualified
him from classical, or vice versa. He
acknowledges that they’re still separate: His
web site, www.masonicelectronica.com,
opens with the command, “Choose one:
electronica / classical.” Both routes, howev-
er, lead to kudos. In classical music he’s won
the Rome Prize, the Berlin prize, the
Charles Ives Award, and a Naumburg com-
mission, plus a string of orchestral commis-
sions. In the pop arena, he performs his
own blend of hip-hop, trip-hop, funk, and
electronica at clubs like the Roter Salon in
Berlin, Cloud 9 in San Francisco, and
Scarabocchio in Rome. He has patrons on
one side, fans on the other. The most
impressive thing is how comfortably his
two idioms mix.

For instance, Juilliard, Bates’s alma mater,
commissioned a piece from him to cele-
brate their 100th anniversary. The resulting
work, Digital Loom for organ and electron-
ics—or as he terms it, “electronica”—was
premiered at New York’s Peter Jay Sharp
Theater on February 2. Digital Loom starts
with a drone chord on the organ. Over it
come various pops, clicks, and scratchy
sounds that could be mistaken for back-
ground noise on a vinyl record. Eventually
you realize that those little noises have
formed a groove, to which new noises keep
adding. The chord metamorphoses unno-
ticeably at first, but finally breaks into syn-
copations that have their own complex rela-
tion to the groove. Every pop and click is
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The Bilingualist
Classically trained but keenly attuned 

to the possibil it ies of  electronica, composer
Mason Bates is  making waves in both the club

scene and the orchestra world.
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meticulously notated in the score. It’s a
well-thought-out piece.

And it works because, for Bates, the
organ and club-dance beats aren’t really in
opposition. He’s seen through to their
underlying similarity, not of musical mate-
rials, but of social function. “After all,” he
says of the organ, “it is the world’s oldest
synthesizer. Indeed the organist—like his
modern-day club counterpart, the deejay—
is simultaneously perceived as background
accompaniment to various activities, and as
the invisible hand controlling the choreog-
raphy within its belly.”

A Curious Genesis
You might assume that Bates was a pop
musician who tried his hand at classical,
but actually it was the opposite: He loved
classical music in high school and came to
electronica only later. Growing up in cul-
turally conservative Virginia, Bates studied
composition with Dika Newlin, the formi-
dable composer and musicologist who’s a
leading authority on Austrian music from
Bruckner through Webern, and who was
teaching at Virginia Commonwealth Uni-
versity. At fifteen he came to the attention
of Robert Moody, then chorus master of
the Brevard Music Center Festival. Bates
was in the chorus, and as Moody recalls
today, “He had written an a cappella choral
work, and came to me and asked, ‘Would
you be interested in taking a look at it?’ It
was a piece on the Latin text ‘Timor et
tremor.’ As soon as I saw it, I realized what
a talent he was.” Moody requested a work
from Bates for another group he was direct-
ing, the Evansville Philharmonic Youth
Orchestra, and received Free Variations for
orchestra.

Such a premiere for a seventeen-year-old
helped propel the young composer to
Juilliard—and to the culture shock of New
York. Still afraid to commit fully to a musi-
cal career, Bates enrolled in the Columbia-
Juilliard program, simultaneously earning

degrees in composition and literature. (In
the latter discipline he gravitated toward
the English medieval mystery plays, drawn
to their “combination of folksiness and
complicated symbolism.”) At Juilliard his
composition teachers were John Corigliano
and David Del Tredici, who encouraged
him even if they weren’t always simpatico
to his static rhythms. Conservative Juilliard
was a strange place to get the electronica
bug, but Bates did.

“Juilliard has this really cool electronic
studio,” he says, noting that the facility is
on a more “commercial level” than the

Center for New Music and Audio Techno-
logies at Berkeley, where he now studies. “It
was a huge room with all this equipment,
empty all the time.” Bates took advantage
of that, and he also soon found himself
soloing in the Lower East Side’s simmering
electronica scene. After graduation he
headed for Berkeley, and started calling
himself DJ Masonic. With Corigliano and
Del Tredici as mentors, he won the Rome
Prize and Berlin Prize in quick succession,
and participated in the electronica worlds
of both cities, the latter especially known as
a hotbed of technopop. Recently back

from six months in Berlin, Bates is now
completing a doctorate at Berkeley—and
receiving the kind of attention that very
few composers receive while still students.

Part of this was due to further encour-
agements from Moody. “Mason and I had
discussed that once I became music director
of an orchestra he would be my first com-
mission,” he says. “We conductors have a
short shelf life, but composers live forever,
and I wanted to be remembered for my
association with him.” The opportunity
came when Moody became resident con-
ductor of the Phoenix Symphony, which
commissioned five young composers to
write pieces that would precede Beethoven
symphonies on concerts. “The references to
Beethoven,” Moody recalls, “could be obvi-
ous or extremely subtle. We picked Mason
to write the companion piece to Beet-
hoven’s Ninth, and he wrote Ode.” Cleverly,
Ode ends with the same quiet tremolo fifth,

A and E, with which the Ninth Symphony
opens.

Bates’s first attempt to mix his worlds was
a synthesizer concerto that he played with
the orchestras of Atlanta and Phoenix.
Wilder and more ambitious was his piece
Omnivorous Furniture, premiered in Nov-
ember 2004 by the Los Angeles Philhar-
monic New Music Group. Bates was one of
the composers included in a composer-con-
ductor symposium sponsored by the orch-
estra. As Edward Yim, the Philharmonic’s
then-director of artistic planning, recalls,
Music Director Esa-Pekka Salonen “saw a

“What I do in [Omnivorous Furniture] is 
in-between a live performer and a technician,” says Bates. “I call it a
‘dynamic tape part.’ Because I really believe that it’s important for any
electronic element to have a life to it.”

Bates appeared out front with conductor Alexander Mickelthwate and the Los Angeles Philharmonic
New Music Group after performing as “electronica soloist” in his Omnivorous Furniture last season.
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lot of promise in his work. It
made such a great impression that
we wanted to be involved with the
development of his career. It’s
exciting to see a young composer
combining craftsmanship and
taking the tradition in new direc-
tions.”

Omnivorous Furniture had
Bates sitting in the percussion sec-
tion playing a drum machine, a
concerto soloist buried in the
back. The orchestra part looks and
sounds as though it was written by
“orchestrating” the drum machine
groove, with dramatic bass lines in
the piano and repeating staccato
interjections in the strings.
Meanwhile, the electronica part
(“I think of it as a super percus-
sion section that can do any-
thing,” he says) is carefully notat-
ed—after he figures out what he’s
basically going to play—but is not
carefully followed in performance.
The piece will receive its New
York premiere March 17 by the
American Composers Orchestra.

“The point of the notation is to
have something there that the per-
former can look at,” he explains.
“There’s a lot going on in the elec-
tronica, and it’s not assumed that
the performer will be following
along, but it is assumed that there
will be moments where the
orchestra will line up with the beat. What I
do is in-between a live performer and a
technician. I call it a ‘dynamic tape part.’
Because I really believe that it’s important
for any electronic element to have a life to
it. That way if there’s an alignment prob-
lem, I can kind of help things out electron-
ically. It so happens that with this kind of
music, a click-track isn’t necessary, because
the beat is a click-track in itself.”

At this writing, Bates, along with Kenji
Bunch and Kevin Puts, is in the initial
stage of a three-year Music Alive residen-
cy with the Mobile Symphony sponsored
by Meet The Composer and the
American Symphony Orchestra League.
“Our goal was to show our audience that
‘modern music’ has many different facets,

that not all new music sounds the same,”
says the orchestra’s music director, Scott
Speck. “We have found three young com-
posers with compelling musical world-
views, each of whom is completely differ-
ent from the others.”

Christina Littlejohn, Mobile’s CEO from
1995 until February 2006, elaborates. “Ma-
son’s music is edgier, interesting in terms of
its form and instruments. We wanted to
highlight our percussion ensemble, and
thought Mason’s music was perfect for that.
We also do a lot of education programs, and
Mason is very articulate about his music and
about music in general.” Along with writing
a commissioned piece, Bates will work with
local third-graders, helping them make their
own music score into a video.

Dancing with Orchestras
Meanwhile Moody, recently named music
director of the Winston-Salem Symphony,
has commissioned another Bates opus:
Rusty Air in Carolina, for orchestra and
electronica. “Since he’s from Virginia, and
this is a piece for Winston-Salem,” Moody
says, “he started thinking about life in the
Appalachians, and camping, and the
sounds you hear when you’re camping. He’s
trying to capture the quality of ambient
sound that exists in the Carolina moun-
tains. ‘Rusty’ doesn’t mean corroded in this
case, but refers to the color of the sound.
He’ll be in the percussion section running
the electronic side of things. He told me to
trust him, and I do.”

What separates Bates from a lot of other
would-be crossovers is his authenticity in
both fields. He and I discuss a couple of
other classical composers who have notably
introduced pop beats into orchestra music,
and Bates’s diagnosis of them is dead-on:
Not knowing electronica from the inside,
they assume the loud 4/4 beat is everything,
and ape only the most commercial aspects
of the music. What’s impressive about both
Omnivorous Furniture and Digital Loom is
how subtly the rhythm is portrayed, how
unobtrusive the grooves are, how long it

P e o p l e

His active career as a
club performer has
taken Bates from such
venues as the San
Francisco Museum of
Modern Art…
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Zu Mir Oder Zu Dir
(My Place or Yours).
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takes to notice that things are repeating.
Only someone who has spent night after
night mesmerizing dancers in clubs would
know to go to the most interesting kernel of
the music and leave the clichés behind.

Transferred to the orchestra, the electron-
ica style results in a kind of postminimal-
ism, not all that different from a lot of
other, slightly older composers who were
deeply impressed by minimalism. One
could name Bates’s fellow San Franciscans
John Adams, Belinda Reynolds, Dan
Becker, and Paul Dresher—along with Paul

Epstein, Mary Jane
Leach, William
Duckworth, and
many others—as
composers whose
music is similarly
often gradually self-
transformational,
with a steady beat
and a diatonic pitch
language. (One
might also note that
another composer,
Anthony De Ritis,
has already written a
concerto for deejay,
which the orchestras
of Oakland and
Hartford have per-
formed.) One thing that’s different about
Bates—and ironically so, given his electron-
ica background—is that he shies away from
a relentless motoric pulse.

“I love certain pieces of John Adams,”
says Bates, “but his music could be con-
ducted by a sequencer. It has zero flexibility
in the rhythm. The temptation is to have a
minimalist piece that pulses along forever.
For me, the power of minimalism, or the
power of these very static beats, is in what
kind of expectation you create that you can
play with. When I was working on Omni-
vorous Furniture, I wanted to avoid the trap
of the rhythm being completely mechanical

all the time. There are parts in Omnivorous
Furniture and Digital Loom where the
rhythm becomes a blob, arrhythmic.” That
explains why in every Bates piece the
momentum subsides now and then to
make room for an expansive lyricism—a
reminder, perhaps, that his background
includes studies with arch-romanticist
Corigliano.

Likewise, Bates steers away from the
more mechanical aspects of electronica. His
deejay music isn’t as grittily “electronic-
sounding” as similar work by post-rock

bands like Autechre, Godspeed You Black
Emperor!, and Bardo Pond. It’s even
grounded in jazz harmony. “It’s important
for me to make something that has a little
more animal warmth. This has two ramifi-
cations. One is that I want to use a mix of
acoustic and electronic sound sources. That
may mean adding [prerecorded samples of ]
jazz piano or upright bass, so that it has
acoustic warmth. Jazz harmony is a great
way to bring a little bit of life to something
that could otherwise become mechanical.
The other is that the music needs to be
more lyrical, have a little more dynamic and
not be so repetitious.”

So, fine. Juilliard and Cloud 9 have final-
ly collaborated to create the pop/classical
hybrid that we all knew was coming. What
do we do with him? Are electronica fans
going to be lured into the concert hall? Are
orchestra patrons going to wave their hips
to the drum machine? “It is two audiences,”
Bates readily admits, “and it’s not like they
have any overlap. But I’ve found that peo-
ple are pretty receptive if you have a clear
idea of what you’re doing. The electronica
audience is very curious. They don’t usually
listen to music with vocals, so it’s a group
very attuned to listening to harmony and
texture. The best-case scenario is that you
see someone in the concert hall who’s kind
of punked out next to someone with blue
hair. But they’re not going to morph into
the same person. Trying to figure out what
this audience wants, or that one, is a recipe
for madness.”

Bates admits that the most sophisticated
classical fans put up the most resistance to
what he’s doing, but notes that a lot of
orchestra members, after initial skepticism,
have melted into an absorbed interest in
how his equipment works. Clearly no rap-
prochement is going to happen overnight,
and an influx of electronica will bring no
miraculous reprieve from box-office ills.
But for now, Bates has developed a practi-
cal means for bridging pop and classical
practices, and has done so with enough
bilingual panache that neither audience
can afford to laugh at the results. He’s cer-
tainly getting a lot of play: In addition to
the Juilliard and ACO gigs, the Mobile
Symphony will play his Ode on March 11,
the Winston-Salem Symphony will pre-
miere Rusty Air in Carolina on May 21,
and he’s writing a half-hour work with elec-
tronica for the National Symphony Orch-
estra, with a planned premiere in February
2007. Bates may be a genius, a flash in the
pan, or just a sign of the times. But I’d
expect a lot more like him coming around
the corner. 

Kyle Gann is a composer, contemporary-music
writer, and chair of the music department at
Bard College. His last SYMPHONY article, a
review of two composer biographies, appeared
in the January-February issue.
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Visitors to Bates’s web site are directed to “choose one: electronica / classical.”

Bates admits that the most sophisticated
classical fans put up the most resistance to what he’s doing. But he
notes that a lot of orchestra members, after initial skepticism, have
melted into an absorbed interest in how his equipment works.
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